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introduction
The RCA Society is pleased to present Peter 
Byrom’s publication which describes the 
turbulent years of the 1980s and the Thatcher 
Government’s policies around funding Higher 
Education and their impact on the Royal 
College of Art. A collection of Byrom’s papers 
are held in the RCA’s ‘Special Archives’.  
 
The RCA Society’s purpose is to strengthen a 
network for creative practitioners, who share 
the common experience of studying or 
working at the RCA, to keep in touch. We 
encourage an open conversation on art & 
design practice, arts education, and organise 
different platforms for members to display, 
discuss, publish, connect or collaborate in 
creative activities. At the heart of the RCA 
Society is the collective responsibility for the 
future of art and design practice. As graduates 
and associates of the College we are also 
concerned for the future of an ever increasing 
number of talented practitioners who emerge 
from the College each year and find 
themselves amidst the brilliance of those who 
went before. 
 
The RCA Society’s membership are graduates 
and associates of the Royal College of Art. It is 
a democratically structured, open, 
independent organisation, funded only by the 
subscriptions and modest donations from its 
membership. A management committee of 
volunteers, elected from its membership, 
sustains the Society’s day to day business. 
Regular meetings of the wider membership are 
held to oversee the smooth running of the 
organisation. The RCA Society website 
promotes members’ work, many of whom live 
or work in the EU or other places, by providing 
space for their news, comments and a platform 
for intellectual exchange. We facilitate 
members to produce publications, on-line or 
in-print, ‘wikipedia entries’, organise events, 
studio visits or exhibitions. 
 
Thanks 
I would like to thank Peter Byrom for providing 
his recollections from that turbulent decade, 
his partner Gillie, and RCA Archives manager 
Neil Parkinson for providing archival materials 
for this publication particularly during these 
‘Covid19 Times’. Thanks also go to the RCA 
Society and AND Association for co-puplishing, 
exhibition host AND eventSpace, RCA Society 
“Locked - a responsive exhibition” curatorial 
team - Peter Ayley, Helena Hartman, Ismail 
Saray and Diana Brown. Special thanks go to 
RCA Society members and associates who 
responded with contributions to the exhibition 
“Locked” held in the UK, France and Germany. 
 

Jenni Boswell-Jones MDes(RCA) 
Chair RCA Society
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I write as a member of the RCA Society and also, for 
reasons which will become clear later, as a Senior Fellow 
RCA. In response to the invitation from the Society to 
participate in “LOCKED”, I have used the lengthy period 
of inaction forced upon all of us by Lockdown, to revisit 
the record of my five years as Pro Provost and Chairman 
of the College Council, when I was tasked with the 
resolution of what the national press entitled a “Crisis of 
Governance” at the RCA. 
 
I have found the recollections awakened by re-reading 
the texts produced at the time stimulating and am happy 
to share this history of the College’s struggle to emerge 
from a very real threat of destruction into the power 
house it has since become.
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My formal relationship with the College began when I accepted an 
invitation in 1971 from Roger Nicholson, who was Professor of 
Textiles at the time, to be appointed to the Council.  

At that time I was employed by British Nylon Spinners, a 
subsidiary of ICI Ltd and working out of their Marketing Department 
in 68 Knightsbridge. As a marketing executive responsible for the 
development of new business within the womenswear and fashion 
sectors, I had worked with Roger on several competitions for his 
students to submit a personal response to a brief which I would 
design with Roger and for which ICI would pay modest prizes. The 
yarns which we would provide would be experimental uses of our 
fibres devised within our Textile Development Department at the 
factory in Pontypool. Our aim was to seek a symbiotic relationship 
between the students and our company. Hopefully we might 
receive an insight into coming fashion trends and they would 
experience using new fibres not yet launched into the 
marketplace.  

As a new member of Council I was expected to bring 
knowledge of industry and commerce to a largely academic or 
marketing group of Council members. I continued in this non-
stipendiary role for the next ten years, hopefully contributing, but at 
the same time learning much about the College and its members. 

In 1981 when my term as a member of Council was coming 
to an end, there arose a crisis of governance at the College to be 
explained in what follows. The immediate impact for me, was to be 
asked by Sir Hugh Casson, the Provost of the College, (equivalent 
to a University Chancellor) to take on the role of Treasurer with 
Lord George Howard as Chairman. 

(l-r) John Hedgecoe - Pro Rector, Lionel March - Rector, Sir Hugh Casson - Provost, Peter Byrom - Pro-Provost, Lord Howard - Treasurer, Brian Cooper - Registrar.

RCA Convocation - 1982

Background
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I was to be his deputy Chairman. After three Council 
Meetings, two of which I chaired, George was appointed chairman 
of the BBC and therefore no longer available to the College. 
Responding to the wishes of the current Council members, notably 
including the student representatives, I agreed to become Pro-
Provost and Chairman of the RCA Council. 

I served in this capacity for the following five years, during 
which many significant changes were made to College ordinances 
and personnel in response to both outside (Government) 
pressures, and negotiated changes demanded from within. When I 
completed my five year appointment and was ready to leave the 
College in good shape, I felt duty bound to leave an accurate 
record of how these changes had been instigated and negotiated 
within the new structures now in force. This Record is now held in 
the RCA College library under the control of the Special Collections 
manager and titled The Byrom Papers, 1981-86. 

In preparing this extensive record, I engaged the services of 
a researcher, who created the Reference Catalogue identifying the 
many sources from which the changes to the College governance 
arose and prepared a connecting text which is not within the 
Byrom Papers held by the College. I am now extracting a linking 
text from within her sometimes light-hearted prose, to provide an 
easier and shorter read which nevertheless can be relied upon for 
accuracy without having to study the complete text. 

This talented researcher is referred to throughout the 
following as “Miss Lupin”. 
  
Introduction: Miss Lupin writes: 
“Like all teaching institutions worth having, the College exists in a 
climate of continuing change, a process some cynics call circular, 
but which is really an expanding spiral…” 

Rector Lord Esher 1974 
 
The RCA’s troubles started with Robin Darwin, who ruled like a 
princedom: 
He appointed staff, and created many jobs for life, (ie tenure) so 
now there are old professors hanging onto their jobs, and not 
enough young blood. There are far too many councils and 
committees, all putting forward ideas or vetoing each other, and 
making no progress.”… 

Article from RCA Students Paper (Soap Box 1981) 
  
PCB comments: 
Sir Robert Vere “Robin” Darwin, (7th May 1910 - 30th Jan 1974) came 
to the Royal College of Art in 1948. This Institution had been known 
as the National Art Training School in South Kensington until 1896. 
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It was located within a wing of the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
(PCB’s maternal Grandfather, Frank Ambrose Goodwin, was 

awarded their Full Art Student’s Certificate in c.1887). 
 
Darwin had served in WW2 in command of the Civil Defence 
Camouflage Establishment which was also involved in Propaganda 
and Publicity. Among his staff were several young artists including 
the painter Thomas Monnington, the Designer Richard Guyatt, the 
sculptor Leon Underwood and the architect Basil Spence. Many of 
these were associated with the RCA during his time as Rector, 
which continued until 1971. 

He is credited in Wikipedia with transforming the College, 
introducing new staff, new administrative structures and eventually 
new accommodation (The Darwin Building). Much of the 
restructuring of the RCA described in the following pages was the 
redesign and updating of the structures and methods of 
governance he had created. 

A further handicap which Robin Darwin bequeathed to the 
College was the stipulation within the Charter that any candidate 
for the role of Rector must be a practising artist. This became 
increasingly constricting as the College grew and became a more 
complex Institution requiring a leader with highly developed 
Management skills. In a very short time after Darwin’s departure, 
only architects were being considered for his replacement.” 
 
Miss Lupin continues: 
The above quotations give a flavour of the period in the RCA’s 
history that is illustrated in this document.  It focuses on the period 
spanning 1980-1984 which was one of the greatest intensity 
throughout the entire history of the RCA and one that is a personal 
journey for many.  This document highlights one such journey of a 
particular member of the Senior Management of the RCA, Peter 
Byrom who served as a non-stipendiary member of Council from 
1971 to 1986.  It is his time of chairmanship from 1981 to 1986 that 
was of huge significance both to the College and also to national 
interests in the way he facilitated the expansion of art and design 
into industry. 

From the evidence shown in this document, it was a period 
steeped in tensions, turmoil, uncertainty, resistance and ultimately 
change and transformation.  The College structure was outdated 
and so overcomplicated that clear definitions as to the roles and 
responsibilities of each group had become unclear.  With the 
autonomy of the College missing it gradually resulted in a 
breakdown in open communication which in turn resulted in bad 
planning both financial and academic. 

Each of the many steps taken and the rich events of the 
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period being discussed here, resulted in momentous change to the 
above weaknesses and led to an establishment holding fresh 
perspectives, new values and a modern focus which, while 
complying with the requirements of the paymasters, also served 
the country as a whole. 

This document is presented in sections relating to some of 
the major events or major important issues which contributed to 
the difficulties of this period whilst also serving as a learning tool 
for the future development of the RCA. 

One of the main impacts on the RCA in during this period 
was the presence of a Visiting Committee appointed by the 
department of Education and Science (DES) who paid the 
Recurring Annual Grant from public funds, on which the RCA was 
totally dependent. The brief of this Visiting Committee was to 
report on the inner working of the college on every level from 
management through to student accommodation.  From this report 
the government would then appraise, decide on the merits of the 
establishment which would then determine the level of grant.   
Consequently, the RCA was under great threat by this government 
body (DES). 

With Government Education cuts planned across the country 
the tough voice of the DES made plain its feelings of 
disappointment at the progress of the RCA since the last Visiting 
Committee Report. It is this voice of disapproval that was to haunt 
the RCA over the next 4 years and so is pertinent to start by 
looking at the criticisms they used as their weapons of threat. n
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The Visiting Committee 
Criticisms 
 
The DES Visiting Committee, created by the Department of 
Education and Science (DES) from whom the RCA secured the 
majority of its funding, made their first inspection of the RCA with 
Bob Fielden as their leader in 1977 under Lord Esher’s Rectorship, 
the report being published in 1978.  The College was again 
inspected by a DES Visiting Committee in 1980 by which time the 
College was under Professor Richard Guyatt’s Rectorship and Mr 
Cob Stenham’s Chairmanship and again in 1983 during the 
Rectorship of Lionel March and the chairmanship of Peter Byrom. 

The publication of the official 9th report was presented in 
February 1981.  It was this 9th Report of the DES Visiting 
Committee, and the subsequent intensity of reactions within the 
RCA that were to become the main driving force and cathartic 
turning point in the College’s history including its relationship with 
British Industry. 

The main criticism within the report was directed at the lack 
of collaboration between industrial and design ventures within the 
College.  The DES had pointed out in a previous report that this 
missing link for the industrial endeavours of the RCA meant that it 
was ignoring the Royal Charter (ref 2 A ii) the document which gave 
the College university status of self-governance and 
independence. 

As the DES were looking at the broader national needs of 
the country and where best to put their money in order to develop 
nationally, the expectations of the RCA to be fully involved in these 
national requirements were made clear for a second time and the 
RCA’s administration were rather abruptly placed under great 
pressure by the sudden reality of the situation.  The College did not 
only have to develop a policy for building a relationship between 
each of the relevant design departments and their respective 
industry, which the DES pointed out in their report, was lacking, but 
also to change the way departments co-operated as a whole within 
the College in order to support this change towards their 
involvement and influence within the country’s industrial sector (ref 
1 A i – 4.) (A good article to support this advice (ref: 5 A ii para 1 – 
Giles Verlade)) This included a greater training for students in the 
ways of marketing and business which would automatically make a 
link with the industrial world. The message from the DES was clear: 
“change to serve and contribute fundamentally to the design and 
marketing needs of manufacturing industry in Britain, or have your 
grant slashed.” 

(There is however an article (ref: 3 B vi) written by the 

Section 1
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professor of the school of Industrial Design who points out that the 
DES visiting committee report encouraged the department to 
continue in its endeavours for expansion in this area.) 

Indeed, this 9th Visiting Committee Report by the DES was to 
open a gateway into a period of great controversy, turmoil, 
uncertainty and disquiet at every level of the College.  It is 
therefore appropriate to present this report at the outset of this 
document in order to lay clear foundation upon which all further 
understanding may rest. 

The only record in the College of the complete report was to 
be found in a student publication - dated 24th Feb 1981 
(ref: 1A i) which is dated after the first reference to the Visiting 
Committee Report - 4th Feb 1981 (ref 2 A i) within this document. 

It is pertinent at this point to mention that a parallel internal 
report, The Archer Report, relating similarly to college governance, 
had been commissioned within the RCA. (ref: 15 A ii page 4) 
 
Report of the Visiting Committee 
On the 10th February, The Parliamentary Undersecretary of the DES, 
Dr Rhodes Boyson, wrote to the Chairman of the RCA Council 
“mainly about issues raised by the recent Report of the Visiting 
Committee. I am now writing to you to follow up that letter. 

First let me say that the Visiting Committee acknowledged 
the part you had played in the formulating the College’s 
development plan and recognised the contributions of your 
working parties. 

Ministers have, however, expressed concern about some of 
the Committees findings and conclusions, They were particularly 
disturbed that the Committee found it necessary to re-emphasise 
the conclusions they had reached in 1978 — that the College as a 
whole and many of its schools are still not fulfilling its Charter in 
relation to industry. The Government attaches particular 
importance to the College’s potential influence in improving design 
throughout industry and indeed it is for that reason that the 
Department has so far protected the College’s recurrent grant from 
cuts imposed elsewhere in higher education. While we appreciate 
that the College has a role in promoting the fine arts and crafts — 
and that some of its schools are doing excellent work— it is 
nevertheless clear from the report that it needs to re orientate its 
approach and pursue its development plan proposals for closer 
collaboration with industry with a real sense of commitment and 
urgency. 

More than ever before this country needs good industrial 
designers; and more than ever before industrial design calls for 
multi—disciplinary skills and knowledge, It is this which lies behind 
the Visiting Committee’s recommendation that a greater integration 
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of the College activities and a new willingness to see departmental 
boundaries breached are essential to the College’s future 
development. It also implies that the College should continue to 
develop strong links with technology-based institutions in order 
that the designers of the future are able to play their proper part 
not only in high technology industry but wherever new technology 
will be applied to the design process. 

Ministers take the view that, to respond to the requirements 
identified in the Report, some reallocation of resources and 
stronger resource planning and management will be necessary. In 
this connection, we note from Russell Brown’s letter of 11th 
December to Valerie Chapman that your Auditors have been asked 
to undertake a special investigation in order to promote the most 
effective use of materials and to avoid unnecessary waste. While 
this will certainly be helpful, we believe that a rather wider review is 
necessary which would embrace financial planning procedures and 
other aspects of management control.” n 
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Meeting between Chairman of 
RCA Council Cob Stenham and 
Dr Rhodes Boyson MP 
 
Background Note on the Pressures Facing 
the RCA 
 
This section of the document presents the communication that was 
active between the DES official Rhodes Boyson, the Chairman of 
Council Mr Cob Stenham and the Rector Professor Richard Guyatt 
(due to retire at the end of the term) and spans the cataclysmic 
period 4th February 1981 to 25th March 1981. 

The basis of the discussion was the highly critical Visiting 
Committee report relating to the governance and practices of the 
RCA. 

The chairman of Council, Cob Stenham, arranged a private 
meeting between himself and Rhodes Boyson for this discussion. 
This on the face of it would seem an appropriate step for someone 
in his role to take.  However, this meeting was arranged without 
consultation or presence of the Rector; a meeting which was to 
include an airing regarding the suitability of the Rector himself and 
his administration. In addition, a powerful document entitled 
‘Background Notes on the Pressures Currently facing the RCA’ 
(ref:2 A iii) was presented at this meeting. But what was so critical 
about this document was that it was presented not only to Rhodes 
Boyson but to all members of the RCA Council before the college 
had made any official response to the visiting committee report and 
without prior scrutiny by the Rector, a move which the Rector 
deemed ‘deplorable’(ref: 2 A v). In fact it was a move that was to 
cause the most dramatic turn of events, unlocking the festering 
debris of underlying emotion from within the very core of the 
College as we shall see in section 3 of this document. The students 
had strong opinions of this move which they published in critical 
terms in the student publication ORT. (ref 1 A i – orange sheet) 

Within the documents presented to Rhodes Boyson and 
between college management there is clear evidence of the 
unsettling lack of communication and liaison between the Senate 
and Council and indeed of disregard and confusion as to what the 
specific roles of both groups and their leaders involved. 

There are many references to the ‘rubber-stamping’ (ref: 2 A 
iii page 4 para 2) throughout this project when referring to how 
these two groups had a separate and unsatisfactory working 
partnership. This unclear working within the over complicated 
administrative mechanism within the College, coupled with the 
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urgency and pressure from the DES to put shop in order, laid open 
a number of incidents where toes were harshly stepped on. 

It is interesting that one of the main concerns discussed at 
the meeting with Rhodes Boyson was that of leadership and the 
suggestion that the solution to the overall problems could be 
solved by employment of a suitable Rector with vision, authority 
and drive(ref: 2 A ii para 5)– an issue that was to be repeated 2 
years later.  The chairman made a pertinent comment when he 
stated that change would take time (ref:2 A i) because indeed it 
took the next 4 years of modification and hardship until the RCA 
finally began to manifest the changes the DES were demanding in 
their 9th report. 

It is obvious from the statements in the document, that 
expressing opinion openly was not a regular practice between 
Senate and Council or even in open discussion within council (ref: 
5 A ii Paul Atkinson) perhaps for fear of appearing to be disloyal to 
friendships between lay members and senior staff. Indeed, the 
issuing of this paper in itself illustrated the breakdown of 
communication and unity between the Council and Senate at a 
fundamental level. 

The paper which Cob Stenham took to the DES attempts to 
resolve this hurdle by trying to clarify the specific roles and 
responsibilities of both groups. (ref:2 A iii page 3) 
However, this document, written in unadorned stark terms, was the 
first real unveiling (by staff members) into open view to the 
admission to the criticisms made by the visiting committee.   

As one can see from the documents, it was not only the 
content of the visiting committee report and the paper ‘Background 
Notes on the Pressures Currently facing the RCA’ itself but the way 
in which it was received and handled that sent the infrastructure of 
the College management (Council and Senate) into a frenzy of 
panic and protective defensiveness.  There were clear scenarios of 
division both in communication and trust between the two and the 
shock waves were to reach to the very perimeters of college life 
and beyond into all the major National Newspapers. 
Ultimately, the paper was withdrawn by the chairman and a torrent 
of resignations ensued. 

It is perhaps pertinent at this stage to comment on the stark 
contrast in the handling of a similar situation under the next 
chairman Peter Byrom. 
 
Ref: 2 A i 
“A Note of Meeting of 4 February 1981 between Messrs Stenham 
and Makower with Dr Rhodes Boyson 
Present: Rhodes Boyson, Noel Thompson, John Melhuish 
Cob Stenham, Oliver Makower & 2 DES officials. 
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Before the meeting NT explained that the Minister had seen 
the Visiting Committee report and both he and the DES were 
worried about the RCA. They were also beginning to hear 
unfavourable comments from other people (not specified). Given 
the current pressure on resources it was becoming difficult to 
defend the RCA’s allocation 

Rhodes Boyson repeated DES attitude of concern, 
mentioning particularly leadership and administration but indicated 
his underlying support for the College. He asked what they could 
do to help resolve the problems. CS explained that he felt the key 
was the appointment of a new Rector. This was accepted. He 
outlined the difficulties inherent in the College procedures but 
thought progress was being made. He emphasised that change 
would take time and that tightening the admin. must follow not 
precede the new Rector's appointment. ..." 
 
Ref: 2 A (ii) 
“Letter from Dr Rhodes Boyson MP to Mr Stenham dated 10th 
February 1981 
Dr Rhodes Boyson, Parliamentary Under-Secretary for the 
Department of Education and Science (DES) 1979-1983. 
 
Dear Mr Stenham, 
 I was grateful to you and Mr Makower for responding to my 
request to discuss the disquieting Report of the Visiting Committee. 
 I am writing now to put on record the concern which I expressed 
about the Committees conclusions and the College’s need for 
strong leadership and a common purpose. 

I found it particularly disturbing that the Committee found it 
necessary to repeat and re-emphasise the conclusions they 
reached in 1978 – that the College as a whole and many of its 
schools were still not fulfilling its Charter in relationship to industry. 
 The Government attaches particular importance to the College’s 
potential influence in improving design throughout industry and 
indeed it is for this reason that we have protected its recurrent 
grant from cuts imposed elsewhere in higher education.    

Whilst I recognise that the College has a role in promoting 
the fine arts and craft – and that some of its schools are doing 
excellent work – it it’s never the less clear to me that it needs to re 
orientate its approach and pursue its development plan proposals 
for closer collaboration with industry with a real sense of 
commitment and urgency. 

More than ever before this country needs good industrial 
designers; and more than ever before industrial design calls for 
multi- disciplinary skills and knowledge.  It is this which lies behind 
the Visiting Committee’s recommendation that a greater integration 
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of the College’s activities and a new willingness to see 
departmental boundaries breached are essential to the College’s 
future development. 

It also implies that the College should continue to develop 
strong links with technology-based institutions in order that the 
designers of the future are able to play their proper part not only in 
high technology industry but wherever a new technology will be 
applied to the design process. 

A further dimension which the visiting Committee has 
recognised is the need for a professional marketing approach to 
permeate some of the College’s schools and activities.  This would 
not only help the College to keep in tune with the need of industry, 
but should provide its students with training in the realities of the 
market place and for earning their living. 

I know that the College Council has been doing its best in 
difficult circumstances but I hope that they will agree that, at this 
critical stage in the College’s history, it is essential that whoever is 
appointed to the Rectorship should have the vision, authority and 
drive to respond to the requirements which the Visiting Committee 
have identified and with which I agree.  This is bound to involve a 
reallocation of resources and to require a stronger resource 
planning management. 

Once there are signs that the College is tackling these 
problems with real purpose, I would hope at the least to maintain 
its grant in line with Government plans for the funding of higher 
education generally and also to provide a substantial contribution 
to its building requirements.  When we spoke I mentioned that we 
had been thinking in terms of encouraging the College to raise 
money towards a new building by making a grant of about £4 m 
and asking for matching money raised by the College up to a 
maximum Government contribution of £6m. 

I should also mention postgraduate bursaries.  The number 
of these available nationally will be reduced by some 14% in 1981-
82.  I hope that the College will not have to bear a disproportionate 
cut, but inevitably in an increasing competitive situation, courses 
judged to be less relevant and cost-effective are particularly 
vulnerable. 

Unless the College can be seen to be responding effectively 
to national needs and priorities, I fear that the future may hold for it 
the prospect of fewer bursaries, falling student numbers and a 
correspondingly less recurrent grant.  But this need not happen. 
 The College has great potential, especially for contributing to the 
regeneration of British industry by improving the quality of the 
design of its products.  If the College shows the will and secures 
the right leadership now, that promise can be fulfilled. 
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All good wishes 
Yours sincerely 

Rhodes Boyson MP 
(signed) 

 
Ref: 2 A (iii) 
Background Note on the Pressures Currently Facing RCA 
Extracts from the Undated letter from Adrian Bridgewater, Oliver 
Makower, Madeleine Ponsonby. (Circulated to 'Members of 
Council’ before consideration by Rector Richard Guyatt.) 
 
Professor Archer's review is taking place against a background in 
which the College is facing increasing political pressure via the 
DES for a marked change in emphasis. It has been at the receiving 
end of two successive reports, one last year and one during Lord 
Esher's Rectorship, from the Visiting Committee which, though 
confidential to ministers, appear to have been in the main critical. 
The criticisms are muted, imprecise and veiled in politeness: 
furthermore they are fundamentally criticisms of long-established 
attitudes. As such, they have either not been taken seriously or 
else have been rejected by the College. 

However, some lay members of Council find themselves in a 
measure of agreement with the Visiting Committees criticisms and 
they are thus put in a particularly difficult position. 

It is therefore not surprising that there has been reluctance 
to debate these matters openly; it would be unfortunate if they 
were discussed only in private. 

Most of these matters are important and some profoundly 
affect the direction that the College should be taking and hence 
the appointment of the next Rector; it is clearly Council's 
responsibility to debate them. 

The College's industrial links, are considered to be 
superficial and to compare unfavourably with those of the Cranfield 
Institute of Technology, which is also a post-graduate institution 
funded directly from the DES but which is heavily involved with 
industry and to a great extent self-financed. 

However, the Visiting Committee point to the national 
interest and say that our contribution to industry could be far 
greater and much more specific. It should be involved with the 
whole of design-based industry, whose senior people should look 
automatically to the College for leadership in design. There should 
be a continuing dialogue involving post experience training, 
including conferences and courses, and there should be a constant 
two-way flow of projects, research and visits. 

They were clearly looking for more inter-departmental work 
and one needs to understand why. Their concern again reflects the 
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potential conflict between the requirements of existing students 
and the concern of the Visiting Committee that the College should 
be meeting the country's need for design. 

In terms of its present students, the College is patently 
doing a good job; standards are high, the Diploma shows are good 
and on the whole there is little difficulty in recruiting students in the 
first place. 

However, from the Visiting Committee viewpoint this is not 
adequate. Industry's design performance is not good enough and 
one of the reasons is that existing designers tend to be too 
narrowly based and inadequately educated in management 
techniques. 

The DES considers that the RCA is the right place to 
develop and foster the whole range of design skills required by 
industry from concept and marketing, to manufacturing design and 
technical problems of implementation. The College's Design 
Management department has not succeeded and those 
departments primarily concerned with industrial applications tend 
to do their work in isolation from the College as a whole.  College 
staff argue that students are not interested in industry and that 
when industrial places have been set aside these have proved 
impossible to fill. In consequence, its industrially-based depts are in 
many cases largely peopled by students who are almost fine 
artists, interested in the one-off or at best small-scale craftsman- or 
cottage-based industry. 

“The College says this is what the students want: the 
DES/Visiting Committee says this is not fulfilling our charter.” 

"At present there is no College-wide industrial policy. Until 
this has been agreed - department by department - with a strong 
lead from the top, the College will be open to criticism from its 
paymasters and will be unable to raise financial support from 
industry." 

The Visiting Committee's previous reports, reflect the 
increased awareness of all government departments of the 
necessity to justify expenditure. 

“… the DES have effectively been encouraging a certain 
amount of financial profligacy since for a number of years money 
had been more or less freely available, and available for more or 
less every addition requested. There have been no cut-backs and 
the total number of academic staff has tended to increase.  
Vigorous cost / effect evaluation of individual schools and their 
activities has therefore not taken place and there has been no 
long-term financial planning. To this extent it is fair to call in 
question the financial policy of the College. The College's current 
financial policy seems to be to ask for extra money for each new 
development and if it is not forthcoming, not to do it.” 
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“The absence of clear policies, whether academic or 
financial, has meant that it has been felt unnecessary 

The College is a self-governing institution operating within 
the terms of its Charter. In common with the universities, ultimate 
responsibility for its effective performance rests with its Council 
whose role is to define policies and to monitor their 
implementation. But Council cannot create policies in a vacuum; it 
has to be presented with policy options and must look to the 
Rector and his administrative staff to provide both the stimulus for 
discussion, and the necessary back-up material. Council would 
then be in a position to decide between alternatives and to lay 
down clear policy directives in such areas as finance, its 
relationship with industry, personnel, student relations, even 
perhaps public affairs. 

For many years Council has found itself frequently rubber-
stamping decisions which have already been taken or discussing 
matters which could well have been delegated. Meanwhile the 
absence of clear and openly agreed policies has forced the 
administration to take ad hoc decisions, often in something of a 
hurry, without a clearly defined point of reference. The resulting 
decisions not infrequently appear arbitrary and inconsistent, and 
this causes both unhappiness within the College and puzzlement 
outside. 

The students' attitude seems also to reflect disquiet in the 
College and many of them are clearly concerned at the present 
position. They seem to feel that their most effective policy is to call 
in question the actions and indeed the motives of the College 
authorities and this has hardly helped to clarify the issues. At the 
same time they are asking to be admitted more fully into the 
decision-making process. Whatever Council may decide on this 
issue it is to be hoped that clear statements of policy may dissipate 
some of the distrust and dismay that has begun to affect relations 
with the student representatives." 

“The college may not accept the DES view in its entirety but 
it must succeed in persuading the DES that its chosen path is the 
correct one.  If not, it will inevitably find its resources more and 
more constrained. On the other hand, a strong new Rector leading 
the College with a clear policy which is designed to make a 
significant contribution, particularly to the industrial life of the 
country, will undoubtedly attract substantial DES support.” 

The conclusions reached in this paper may not be the right 
ones, but Council needs to recognise that the points at issue are 
fundamental to the College’s future. 

Adrian Bridgewater 
Oliver Makower 

Madeleine Ponsonby 
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 Ref: 2 A (iv) 
“Note from the Rector on Rhodes Boyson’s letter to the Chairman 
(undated) 
Re criticisms of the College 

”However, I have been told that I will be receiving a letter 
from the DES formulating in more precise detail where it is that the 
Visiting Committee found the College lacking.  Until that letter 
arrives it is impossible for the College to investigate and answer 
constructively the charges which are being made against it. 

Perhaps my main concern is that the tone of Dr Boyson’s 
letter supports, in my mind, the current student fear that the DES 
would like the College to become some sort of technical College. 
This would be a change in direct opposition to our present 
academic policy and completely unacceptable. 

I feel that Dr Boyson’s letter gives a most ill- balanced 
picture of the College and I would ask Council not to adopt a view 
on these strictures before the College has had the opportunity to 
consider and respond to the definite criticisms which I am 
expecting to receive from the DES. 

Richard Guyatt 
Rector 

20th February 1981 
 
Ref: 2 A (v) 
Letter from the Professorial Board to Chairman Mr. Cob Stenham 
17th February 1981 
Re disapproval of official meeting with DES 
  
The Professorial Board deplores the fact that the Chairman of 
Council agreed to meet Dr Rhodes Boyson to hear his official 
reaction to the Visiting Committee‘s Report on the College without 
the Rector being present. 
  We further deplore his authorisation to circulate the paper 
‘Background Note on the Pressures currently facing RCA’ (signed 
by three lay members of the F&GP committee) to all members of 
Council without referring it to the Rector for his consideration, 
and before the arrival of the official DES response to the report. 
We also understand a copy of this paper was sent to the DES for 
their information before the academic and administrative side of 
the College had been given the chance to consider what was 
being said. 

By these actions he has, in our view, not only de-valued the 
role of the Rector but has trespassed on the authority of Senate as 
the body responsible for the academic policies of the College. 
A feeling of mistrust and suspicion has been created by these 
activities which it will be hard to' dispel even if, an acceptable 
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explanation is forthcoming in terms of how the Chairman sees his 
future role and the role of Council in College management. 
 
Ref:2 A (vi) 
4th March 1981 
“Letter from Mr Stenham to Rhodes Boyson DES Asking for return 
of paper ‘background pressures currently facing RCA, 
  
Dear Dr. Boyson 
You will recall that when Oliver Makower and I came to see you at 
your request on 4 February, we left with you the draft of a paper 
headed BACKGROUND NOTE ON THE PRESSURES CURRENTLY 
FACING THE RCA, prepared by Messrs Bridgewater and Makower 
and Mrs Ponsonby. As I understand it, Mr Makower subsequently 
sent you the final version of this paper. 

This letter is to inform you that, as this paper had not been 
discussed within the College, either with the Rector, with Senate or 
by Council, it is the wish of Council that we should formally 
withdraw the paper, and accordingly I should be grateful if you 
would arrange for both the draft and the final version to be 
returned to the Registrar at the College. 

Yours sincerely 
A W P Stenham” 

 
Ref: 1 A i 
ORT Magazine – orange sheet - 16th March 1980 (sic) (1981) 
“… this paper (ref: 2 A iii ‘background pressures currently facing 
RCA) was intended for discussion at Council, but was suppressed 
by the Rector and Registrar along with a letter from Rhodes Boyson 
at the DES. This paper, given to Boyson was flaunted by the Rector 
and Registrar as “interference in policy” and the two lay members, 
when invited by the DES to discussion were labelled as going 
behind the back of the Rector. However, the council had agreed  
that the Rector would not be meeting the DES Secretary of State. 
The reply from Boyson was not complimentary to the Rector and so 
he refuted it and called the Professorial Board to back him. 

This is clearly outside the scope of the Professorial Board, 
which has an informal and advisory status only. The Rector was then 
able to get the academics on council to censure the lay members. 

“Last issue of ORT chronicled the events leading up to this 
and established how the debate was suppressed from the College 
as a whole by the use of “Reserved Business” in Council to exclude 
the student representatives. 

“… the Rector at an already scheduled Professorial Board 
attempted to secretly discuss the DES Visiting Committee Report 
without informing Council or the other members of Senate. 
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The Student Representative continues: 
“I am circulating copies of two documents to you, for one reason 
alone.  It is to dispel the absurd and counter-productive secrecy 
which the senior officers of the college insist on maintaining with 
regard to the DES and activities of the College Council.” 
There is a structure, at present not utilised, to generate a coherent 
College wide view of its many activities.” 

”There must be an equal authority given to all participants in 
any debate.  The limitations of last year’s Development Plan, on 
which the College may founder, was its narrow base of input and 
its lack of authoritative analysis.” 

“It was an attempt by some members of the College Council 
to initiate debate.  This is by no means a policy paper though it is 
certainly a paper the student representatives would find 
disagreement with.  Its real significance lies in that the College 
Senior Officers have seized upon this paper and claimed that 
sending a copy of it to the DES constituted an un-procedural 
manoeuvre (sic) by those lay members of council.” 

“If the College is to be seen to act with integrity, then the full 
facts must be placed before the whole College.” 

“The Students’ Union insists that all the papers relating to 
the resignations and the DES must be made public.  To disguise 
this crucial matter as a ‘Reserved Subject’ is a scandal. 

The students’ attitude seems also to reflect disquiet in the 
College, and many of them are clearly concerned at the present 
position. 
  
Ref: 5 A i – Paul Atkinson 
Article in Soap Box c.1981 
Re Who Should be the Next Rector? 
… ”The RCA has an unhealthy reputation for stifling debate within 
its own ranks” n
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Resignation of the six 
 
It was inevitable that the events spoken about in section 2 left 
open wounds and ignited and inflamed tempers.  This would have 
been especially true of the Rector for whom it must have seemed 
that his authority had been dismissed and position disregarded. 
 The first illustration of this ailing establishment was the resignation 
of six Council members including the Chairman himself.  It is this 
that the correspondence in this section pertains to and includes 
statements from the national press.  These articles can be read in 
their entirety under the displayed index. 

The chairman Cob Stenham had been considered a loyal, 
committed and energetic member by colleagues (ref: 3 A i). 
 Although, like any charismatic person he had also been labelled 
abrasive and business like (ref: 3 B iii). However, by the time he had 
gone over the head of the Rector with his meeting with Boyson and 
the presentation of the controversial paper, these qualities were 
insufficient to sustain his motivation. His, and the other members 
intentions were admirable, the strategies were deemed as 
imprudent. 

The Rector and his professorial board decided that they 
wanted the chairman’s resignation even although Mr Stenham 
wanted to find a reparative rather than final course of action (ref: 3 
A ii).  The faction and divisions within Senate and Council are once 
again brought to light in the letter of resignation (ref: 3 A iii).  It 
shows the resignations of the chairman and the three others who 
contributed to the paper ‘Pressures currently facing the RCA’ plus 
another two of the council members. At the same time another  
four Council members requested, along with the professors in the 
Senate, the resignations. A truly divided management. 

The tone of the letters in this section speaks clearly of the 
sad experience for all the people involved. The people who in their 
own way did as they saw fit at that time, and in retrospect opened 
up a new course for the RCA to come into place and lessons to be 
flagged up for learning.  This would be especially important in the 
communication and co-operative working between the Senate and 
Council as we shall see in the next section. 

The resignations inspired a barrage of uncomfortable 
questions and raw statements about the college by the press – 
some which had been bursting to be aired but because the 
procedural mechanism within the college administration was not 
working, had not been asked openly. These resignations of over a 
third of the Council members combined with the visiting committee 
report and the statement released, without permission, by the 
chairman to the press on the 6th March 1981 (just one month after 
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the Boyson meeting) gave rich ammunition from which the press 
fired multiple-scathing criticisms. It shows how the College was 
bracing itself for the exposure of its most intimate difficulties into 
the public arena and demonstrates the intensity of feeling and 
anxiety, tension and fear about the judgements that were to be 
displayed nationally. 

There was an air of confusion as to the specific reasons for 
the resignations although the press used the visiting committee 
report criticisms and recommendations as their basis for their 
comments. Within the discussion regarding these reasons there are 
various slants on the main issue brought to light. These include the 
involvement of the College in industry and the connection between 
this and its recurrent grant. There is a common referral to the 
academic professors not being prepared to accept criticism and 
make changes that had been recommended (ref: 3 B ii). There are 
referrals to the mismanagement of college and the confusion over 
the roles that the Council played. This leads to the accusation that 
the chairman wanted to control the College (ref3 B v) and that the 
council members knew very little about the College. 

It is worth considering the statement (ref: 3 B i) “the 
unimaginative policies of Guyatt whose attitudes were formed in 
the Festival of Britain activities,” may have deeper significance in 
that his professorial board included some staff who had been in 
the college for a long time. The college seemed to have been run 
by a few of these senior professors and so any attempt to ruffle 
old habits and threaten to remove comfortable governance and 
open up discussion and consequently decision making, would 
meet resistance (ref:5 A ii para 1 James Woudhuysen). This was 
one of the major things that the next chairman would take major 
steps to resolve. 

The recognition of this problem was put succinctly in an 
article by Terrance Conran, one of the resignees (ref: 5 A ii –Sir 
Terrance Conran article para. 2) and reinforced in (ref:5 A iii – 
para.6) with the term “baronial professors” to describe the 
professors who had been employed for life by Darwin. 

Inevitably, the ripple effects of the resignations and the 
paper ‘Pressures currently facing the RCA’ were felt by the student 
body who had, similarly their own strong views and were in no way 
reserved in expressing them through the student paper ORT.  The 
extract (ref:1 A i & 1 A ii) illustrates again the perceived need for 
openness regarding critical issues surrounding the College and the 
requirement of clear, precise communication between all sectors of 
the College. 
 
Ref: 3 A (i) 
Letter from Madeleine Ponsonby to Richard Guyatt 5th March 1981 
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Re mishandling by Chairman 
“It is a particularly sad moment for me as since Robin asked 

me to be a member of the Council some fifteen years ago, I have 
always felt so proud of the College and loyal to all its aspirations. 

“I feel that what you report as being the mood of the whole 
professorial board can only be damaging to the long-term interest 
of the College, particularly when the new Rector has been chosen. 
The desire to rid itself of people, who only wish it well, and who, 
when asked by the administration, have given so much of their time 
and energies to College business- must be a mistake. 

This of course, does not refer to me but to Oliver and Cob 
who, I believe, have served the College unstintingly. 

It is said that the Chairman has mishandled the College – on 
the contrary, I think the College has mishandled the Chairman – 
and in doing so has lost a distinguished, energetic and helpful 
friend and adviser.” 
 
Ref: 3 A (ii) 
Letter 4th March 1981 from Cob Stenham to Professor Richard 
Guyatt 
Re letter of resignation 

“As I think you know, I am far from being a quitter by nature, 
and if it seemed at all viable I should very much have preferred to 
follow the course of action which appeared to be the consensus at 
the Council meeting last Wednesday, i.e., to try and restore 
confidence with the academics, repair bridges, etc., etc., and to see 
if we could both work out a viable path for the future that would be 
in the best interests o the College. 
 
However, the messages you gave me on Monday were very clear 
viz: 
1.  that you personally would like us to go; 
2. that there is an overwhelming, if not unanimous, similar view 

from the members of your Professorial Board; 
3. that you anticipate a difficult meeting with your Professorial 

Board this Thursday, when one of the principal items of 
discussion will be the question of the Chairmanship and my 
three colleagues, and you would like a firm answer by then; 

4. that prior to the Senate meeting which you chaired last 
Thursday, you indicated to some members of Senate that we 
would probably be going; 

5. that you have been approached by four senior lay members of 
Council since the last Council meeting, who all told you that they 
would prefer us to go. 

 
In all these circumstances, it really does not seem practical for us to 
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continue, and accordingly Madeleine, Adrian, Oliver and myself are 
resigning forthwith. Terence Conran and Michael Grade are also 
resigning forthwith, and have authorised me to add their names to 
the resignation announcement, which I enclose. I am writing 
separately to Brian Cooper asking him to ensure its immediate 
release. You will see that the announcement is extremely brief and 
designed to cause the least disturbance. 

I shall try to ensure that Unilever and Leverhulme Trust 
support remains for the two ventures in which we are involved. 
 
Ref: 3 A (iv) 
Letter from Registrar Brian Cooper to member of Council Peter 
Byrom. 
re resignation of the six members of Council 
 
Dear Peter, 
The Rector has asked me to inform you that the Provost wishes all 
members of the Council to know without delay that Mr. Cob 
Stenham, the Chairman of the Council, has tendered his 
resignation forthwith, together with five other Council members, 
Oliver Makower, Mr Adrian Bridgewater, Mr Michael Grade and Mr 
Terrance Conran. 

As requested by Mr. Stenham and Mrs. Ponsonby copies of 
their letters are attached to this note. 

As I send this, I have been informed that a brief factual press 
release announcing the resignations was authorised by Mr. 
Stenham to the Times, Guardian and Financial Times this morning. 
 The Provost has taken the wise view that it would be proper for no 
public statement to be made by the College before Council has 
been able formally to receive the resignations and review the 
situation and its next meeting on 25th March 1981. 

Yours ever 
Brian Cooper 

Registrar 
(signed) 

 
Ref: 1 A (i)  RCA Students Yellow Sheet 
Polemic: The Resignations 
Faculty Boards must reject the Rector’s attempts to prevent 
discussion of the DES report at Senate. It must be taken at 
Senate first! 

The six members of Council resigned because they served 
no useful purpose, as long as the Rector was preventing vital 
general academic policy being discussed at Senate for Council to 
take action on.  Their time was being wasted by the Registrar, who 
allowed trivia to be passed to them for discussion while at the 
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same time refusing the support they expected of him. The Registrar 
would not allow any discussion to be tabled which might have 
been critical of the Rector or himself.  Even when this was known to 
be the substance behind the DES criticisms. 

The fact that these criticisms are well known within the 
College, only added to the lay members frustration, the attack 
made on them by the academic staff led by the Rector was 
unjustified but only the Rector knew it.  The paper that the lay 
members produced for discussion which the Registrar suppressed 
was and is a legitimate document for council in the light of the 
Rectors intransigence. 

The Rector encouraged exaggerated criticisms of the 
Chairman and lay members by keeping this document secret and 
crying “academic freedom wolf”, this effectively turned everyone’s 
critical attention away from him and served as a weapon against 
those who were prepared to speak out against him about the 
failure to provide council with academic policy from senate on 
which to act. 

The Rector will try and stifle anything which may result in 
criticism of him becoming public while he’s still here … 
 
Ref: 1 A (ii) orange sheet 
Article: ORT Magazine 16th March (1981), 
Six Resignations from Council 
 
Article in Soap Box c.1983 
Re Who Should be the Next Rector? 
… “The RCA’s troubles started with Robin Darwin who ruled like a 
princedom: he appointed staff and created many jobs for life, so 
now there are old professors hanging onto their jobs, and not 
enough young blood.” 
 
Ref: 5 A iii 
Article in New Statesman on Design by Jules Lubbock 22nd July 
1983 
Re Fruits of Education 
“… who might succeed in sorting out the professorial barons…” 
 
Ref: 5 A ii-para 1 (James Woudhuysen) 
Four Articles in Soap Box by Paul Atkinson, Sir Terrance Conran, 
Giles Verlade, James Woudhuysen (undated but c. April 1981) 
Re Who Should be the New Rector? 

“The RCA suffers from a baronial system of departments all 
of them building up empires.” 
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Views from the National Press 
 
Ref: 3 B (i) 
The Guardian 7th March 1981 
College of Art governors resign 
“A third of the lay members of the governing council of the Royal 
College of Art, including the chairman, Mr. Cob Stenham, Unilever’s 
finance director, have resigned because of what they describe as 
policy disagreements. 

Their action follows a confidential and highly critical report 
of the College by a Department of Education and Science visiting 
committee last Autumn.” 

“They believe that the acrimony within the college will not 
cease until changes in administration are made and the industrial 
design department acquires a new sense of purpose and direction. 
When Stenham took over as Chairman it became clear that he was 
abrasive, using business policies and trying to make the college 
stand on its own two feet. This was in stark relief to the 
unimaginative policies of Guyatt whose attitudes were formed in 
the Festival of Britain activities.” 
 
Ref: 3 B (ii) 
The Times 7th March 1981 
Six members quit Royal College of Art council after dispute over 
policy 
“Policy disagreements have led to the resignations of six lay 
members of the Council of the Royal College of Art, including its 
chairman and deputy chairman.” 

“It is understood that the six who have resigned, as well as 
several others, feel that there should be fundamental changes in 
the organisation and staffing of the College.” 

“Another member of the Council said the difficulty basically 
was ‘a clash of sound business sense against academic whimsy’. 
 The academics, he said, tended to resent having ‘doses of reality 
thrown at them’.” 
  
Ref: 3 B (iii) 
The Times Educational Supplement 13th March 1981 
Art college told to put industry first 
“The Royal College of Art, one of Europe’s leading art colleges, 
could find its grant reduced if major reforms to give it a more 
commercial orientation are not made. The RCA has been wracked 
by internal policy disagreements since these reforms were spelt 
out in a highly critical report by a Department of Education and 
Science visiting committee last year. 

Dr. Rhodes Boyson, undersecretary for higher education, 
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with the visiting team, and most of the six members of the 
governing council, who resigned from the RCA last week, want to 
move to a market philosophy which justifies spending. 
 
Ref: 3 B (iv) 
The Times 11th March 1981 
Royal College of Art resignations 
From Sir Duncan Oppenheimer 
The resignations may reflect not so much as a clash of “hard 
business sense” and “academic whimsy” as a misinterpretation by 
those resigning of the proper function of a university Council. 
 
Ref: 5 B (v) 
The Times 11th March 1981 
Article from Lord Queensberry school of Ceramics and Glass 
…I believe that the dispute is not to do with the College not wishing 
to accept any criticism of itself.  It is to do with the Chairman of the 
council Mr. Stenham, wishing to guide and control the College 
through Council without taking into account the opinion of the 
Rector and academic staff… 
 
Ref: 5 B (vi) 
The Times 17th March 1981 
The Royal College of Art 
From Mr. A.A Bridgewater 
… he assumes that our attitude has been con-strictive rather than 
constructive and supportive and, most crucially, he overlooks the 
fact that the Council carries the ultimate financial and management 
responsibility and therefore requires clear information on which to 
base its decisions. 
 
Ref: 3 B (vii) 
The Guardian 11th March 1981 
A school designing to please (prof.) Frank Height 
…The future policies of the school which were set out in the 
Rector’s Development Plan were accepted for submission to the 
DES by the Council including those members who have now 
resigned… n 
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Post Resignation 
Difficulties into September 1981 
 
This next section, relates to materials written in September 1981 
when Mr. Stenham and Richard Guyatt are no longer part of RCA 
staff.  However, the documentation in this section, although sparse, 
contains powerful correspondence and evidence relating to the 
continued bitterness between the two men.  It also shows that 
public interest in the RCA is still very much alive because it was as 
a result of an article, judged to be sufficiently important to merit 
publishing in ‘Design’ magazine, that ignites the dying embers of 
the past woes into a final flurry of flames. They write to each other 
at their private addresses showing they have taken on the issues 
into their personal lives. 

It is also important to note that this correspondence contains 
a vital element of information which is to be the main subject of 
part two of this document, in that they all bring to light the issue 
surrounding the appointment of the Rector Lionel March. They give 
us clear statements that there was a concern before the 
appointment of this particular Rector of his suitability. A concern 
that if the communication mechanism between Senate and Council 
had been working slickly, may have been discussed openly and a 
different conclusion reached.  It was however at that time a 
disabled mechanism, the Rector under question was appointed 
despite the objections, and a new season of turmoil becomes 
apparent.  
  
Ref: 4  A (i) 
Letter from Cob Stenham to Richard Guyatt from personal address 
4th Sept 1981 
 
Dear Dick, 
I should perhaps have written to you earlier about what follows but 
I thought it preferable for a “cooling down period” to elapse. 

... You above all people knew fully well my very substantial 
reservations about the appointment of Lionel March. I told you 
myself, and apart from anything else you were fully aware of my 
efforts to restrict his appointment to three years because I was so 
concerned about the likelihood of the appointment being 
unsuccessful… 

... I hope that I will not have to take the matter further. 
 

AWP Stenham  
(signed) 

 

Section 4
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Ref: 4 A (ii) 
Letter from Richard Guyatt to Cob Stenham from personal address 
21st Sept 1981 (in reply to ref:4 B (i)) 

... though I knew of your private reservations about Lionel 
March’s appointment, I was there as a member of Council when 
you took on the responsibility, both as a chairman of the Council 
and Chairman of the Appointment Committee, of urging his 
appointment … 
 
Ref: 4 A (iii) 
with original copies of 4 A (i) + (ii) attached 
Article from ‘Design’ magazine by AWP Stenham September 1981 
RCA Rectoral Election: Guyatt ‘was not there’ 
... Sir: 
I must respond to Professor Guyatt’s letter (Design July 1981, page 
7) in which he refers to your recent news article about the Royal 
College of Art (Design May 1981, page 3) 

Professor Guyatt states that your May article was 
‘erroneous’ in its descriptions of the election of the new Rector and 
claims that the choice of Professor March was not the reason for 
my and five other Council members’ resignations. 

Professor Guyatt letter is accurate in only one respect- I was 
there and he was not.  Furthermore, I take exception to anyone 
attempting to state my views for me, particularly when they get 
them wrong. 

The description of the proceedings of the election of the 
new Rector contained in the article was accurate.  Equally, the 
article was quite correct in stating that the choice of Rector was 
indeed one of my several important reasons for my resignation. 

A further clarification: of the six Council members who 
resigned, only two, Terence Conran and myself were on the 
appointments committee of nine and Terence Conran has already 
expressed his views about the new Rector. The sources of the 
information in the May article did not include me and until I recently 
read Professor Guyatt’s letter I had no intention of adding to this 
dialogue: apart from other considerations, the College should now 
be left to manage its affairs under its new Rector and Chairman of 
Council without further outside comment. n 

AWP Stenham 
4 The Grove 

Highate, London 
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Appointment of New Rector 
 
With the period of Richard Guyatt and Cob Stenham at a close the 
College was about to enter a phase under new directorship and a 
reshuffling of the administration. A new Rector for the RCA, Lionel 
March had already been appointed during the turbulent times of 
March 1981 and ready to take up post for the period September 
1981-1984. n

Section 5
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Peter Byrom 
Journey to Chair of Council 
 
Shortly after the appointment of the new rector (also head of 
Senate), a new chairman was appointed (also head of Council). 

Peter Byrom was a long-standing member of Council since 
1971 and a Senior Fellow of the College since 20th July 1982, with 
experience in industry, leadership and sound familiarity and 
knowledge of the ways and politics within the life of the College. 

It was the job of the Council to elect a Chairman from 
amongst the lay members and up until this time a new chairman 
was elected every 3 years. However, since the hurried departure of 
the previous chairman, it was recommended that the term be 
extended to a five year period (ref: 6 A iii para 2). The new 
Chairman Peter Byrom was officially given formal notice of this 
position on 25th June 1981 (ref: 6 A iv) He had already stepped in to 
deputise for the now resigned Cob Stenham. The new Chairman 
took the chair for the first time on Wednesday 6th May 1981. It was 
Peter, who for the next 5 years, was to work unstintingly to lift the 
College up into a modern-day institution while leading in the 
transformation of outdated values to those intrinsic to its autonomy. 

It was to indeed take a craftsman of life who had the 
sensitivity to the needs of all personnel within the college from 
students to management to quell the inflamed wounds and fires 
which had been set during the reign of the previous management, 
and to lay firm the foundation for a new beginning on which the 
RCA would develop and progress. The effectiveness of Peter 
Byrom’s style of working and the speed of development under his 
chairmanship went beyond his use of firm business sense and 
clarity of vision and revealed what was almost a sense of quiet 
nurturing of the establishment. It was this aspect of the chairman’s 
personality that won him firm support from all members of the team 
which he recognised as an essential for enabling him to use his 
potential in transforming the College.  Indeed, nearing the end of 
1983 the confidence people had in Peter as a leader inspired the 
suggestion that he should consider himself as the ideal candidate 
to take the position of the next Rector (ref:6 A vii) 

The revelations of his success were drawn forth from his 
ability to put any personal gains aside and to dedicate himself 
unstintingly to his responsibilities and to the aims of the increased 
good for the College at every level. His humanistic and patient 
approach coupled with a huge capacity for humility were to be the 
crucial strengths that were to support an establishment back into 
being highly regarded and accredited by all who were in any way 
involved and its re-emergence into the world as a leading 
establishment in the field of art and design. 
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The starting point for the new Chairman’s job was seeded in 
the arduous challenges that were bequeathed from the previous 
period. The onerous tests that were to be faced, ones which gave 
rise to the very question regarding the RCA’s existence, (ref 5 A iii) 
could only have been handled successfully by a man of Peter’s 
talents and integrity. It was the employment of these qualities that 
were eventually recognised by the nation which awarded Peter an 
OBE in 1987 for his work. 

The correspondence and displayed quotations in this 
section are intended to trace the history of Peter’s progress 
through the Council in his role of chairman and illustrating the 
renewed sense of confidence, respect and motivation by the 
references from over the entire period of chairmanship. These 
include words of praise from students of the RCA to Ministers from 
the House of Lords. 
 
Ref:6 A (i) 
Letter from Brian Cooper Registrar to Peter Byrom 29th November 
1978 offering reappointment as Court representative 
 
Ref:6 A (ii) 
Letter from Brian Cooper registrar to Peter Byrom 29th May 1980 
Re informing of Honorary Fellowship of College 
 
Ref:6 A (iii) 
Draft of Proposed procedure for election of Pro-Provost and 
Chairman of Council Peter Byrom 4th March 1981 
 
Ref:6 A (iv) 
Letter from Brian Cooper, Registrar to Peter Byrom informing of 
appointment as Chairman 25th June 1981 
 
Dear Peter 
I thought you might like to have a brief formal note recording that 
the College Council at its meeting on the 17th June appointed you 
as its Chairman and pro-Provost of the College for the next three 
years to September 1984.  Needless to say, I am personally 
absolutely delighted, and I know that is a feeling which will be 
shared by very many other people. 

One is equally pleased, as I imagine you will also be, that 
George Howard is prepared to fill the Treasurer slot.  It is a 
splendid combination. 

Yours ever 
Brian Cooper 

Registrar 
Signed 
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Ref:6 A (v) 
Letter of thanks and acknowledgement from Lord Paul Reiliy - 
House of Lords to Peter Byrom 
… you are a brave man to have taken on the difficult job of 
chairmanship of the College Council, but from my own observation 
you are going to do it very well and with great charm and humanity … 
 
Ref:6 A (vi) 
Letter from Brian Cooper registrar to Peter Byrom welcoming as 
Senior Fellow of the College 20th July 1982 
 
Ref:6 A (vii) 
Letter from Charles Suckling, Chairman of ICI Paints Ltd and Vice 
Chairman of RCA Council to Peter Byrom, Chairman of Council 10th 
October 1983 Re suggestion to offer Peter Byrom Rectorship. 
 
Dear Peter 
The more we delve into the problems that surround finding the 
right man as Rector of the College the more it seems to me that no-
one could do a better job than you. You have both Design and 
Management experience, an intimate knowledge of the College 
and its problems, a manifest commitment to it and a fund of respect 
and good-will. If you were to take the post you could gradually 
transform the role of Rector to whatever best suited the College's 
needs - a far better process of change than deciding not to have a 
Rector at this moment in the College's affairs, desirable though that 
might be as an alternative to someone else as Rector. 

With you as Rector the College would at the very least be 
safe; at best it could be superb. I do hope that you will feel able to 
give serious consideration to the possibility. 

Yours sincerely 
Charles 

 
N.B. As Chairman of the Selection Committee leading the search 
for the next Rector to follow Jocelyn Stevens, George Howard took 
the unilateral decision that no candidate over the age of 50 would 
be considered. This was never published or challenged. 
 
Ref:6 A (viii) 
1.  Review (handwritten points) of 1st 5 years of staff committee by 

outgoing chairman Peter Byrom (undated) 
2. RCA Society Invitation to Annual Dinner 4th Feb 1986 
3. Statement by Chairman of Council 1987 
Re ‘Senate and Council united’ 
Letter from Jocelyn Stevens to Peter Byrom welcoming his award 
of the OBE. 8th January 1987 
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Dear Peter 
I was so pleased to see your OBE in the New Year’s Honours List. 
Notwithstanding I believe your services to the College qualified for 
a greater honour. 
 
Ref:6 A (x) 
Newspaper article and photo - Western Evening Herald Thursday, 
19th February 1987 
Textile expert’s Honour 
“Devon textile consultant Mr Peter Byrom is pictured at 
Buckingham Palace where he received his OBE from the Queen for 
services to the Royal College of Art. Mr Byrom, 59, of Hunters 
Moon, Dartington, was with his wife Gillie (left) and mother-in-law 
Mrs Helen Hoyte. Mr Byrom served as Pro-Provost and Chairman of 
the Royal College of Art Council for five years.” 
 
Ref:6 A (xi) 
Document containing CV Information of Peter Byrom for Who’s 
Who 28th January 1988 and invitation to submit information for the 
next (1989) and subsequent editions. 
 
Minutes for Council meeting Chaired by Peter Byrom Wednesday 
6th May 1981 Re Peter Byrom ‘in the chair for the first time’ 
 
Ref:6 A (xiv) 
Agenda for Senate meeting, Chaired by Rector Lionel March and 
addressed by Peter Byrom, Wednesday 23rd June 1982 
 
Ref:6 A (xv) 
Court Minutes for RCA Monday 10th December 1984 
Re Seventeenth Annual meeting 
Letter from Patrick Nairn (Council member) to Peter Byrom  
“I feel I owe you a letter to congratulate you on the handling of a 
very difficult meeting last week ... ” 
 
Ref:11 A (xi) 
Letter from Audrey Levy (Council Member) to Peter Byrom 
(handwritten from France - undated) 
“You have taken on such a difficult role but I can't think of anyone 
who would have lasted this far." 
 
Ref: 12 A (ix) 
Letter from Dosia Verney (Council Member) to Peter Byrom  
5th September 1983 
“ ... I was very much encouraged to read the document ... one gains 
the impression that the Joint Committee is setting about its 
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business in a workman like manner this time.” 
“ ... I am most relieved to see the signs of your own clear 

sighted and clean handling of what might have been a nasty business.” 
 
Ref:15 A iii 
Letter from Roy Strong (Council Member) to Peter Byrom  
2nd November 1981 
“... May I congratulate you on the atmosphere created in the chair. 
It is the first time I have been to an RCA meeting for a long time 
when you could not have cut the air with a proverbial knife …” 
 
Ref: 15 A (x) 
Letter from Joanna Drew (Council Member) to Chairman of the 
Council Peter Byrom 7th December 1981 
“… The two years that I have been on Council have been very 
critical ones and clearly there is a very difficult time ahead, 
although, under your Chairmanship, I have no doubt that many of 
the problems that have beset the College will not recur…” 
 
Ref: 15 A (xvii) 
Letter from Council member Patrick Nairne to Chairman of the 
Council Peter Byrom 24th May 1984 
“… I have much admired your chairmanship in the face of a 
formidable range of difficulties, and it would be very much to the 
benefit of the College and the Council that you should stay at the 
helm for a further two years...” 
  
Ref: 15 A (xviii) 
Letter from Council member Bruce Archer to Chairman of the 
Council Peter Byrom 29th May 1984 
“… I think you know that I have the highest regard for you. If it does 
not sound too prissy to say so, I think your appointment to the Pro-
Provostship was the best thing that happened to the College since 
Robin Darwin died…” 
 
Ref: 16 A (ix) 
Letter from Council member Patrick Nairne to Chairman of the 
Council Peter Byrom 15th July 1986 Re non continuance as member 
of Council 
“… I was very pleased that your own distinguished Chairmanship 
was marked as it deserved to be. I greatly admired your patience, 
good humour, and skill during the exceptionally difficult days of a 
few years ago.  Warmest congratulations on all that you yourself 
did to strengthen the position of the College, and to restore its self-
confidence. n
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The Impending Threat of Cuts 
  
Throughout this four year period the government were making 
financial cut backs in all sectors of higher education. This trend of 
the cutbacks was to continue to become more severe in its 
intensity and implications for the very fabric of the College and its 
community. Although the initial murmurings of the threats (ref: 2 A ii 
para 2), (2 A ii para 8) came during Richard Guyatt’s term as Rector 
and the critical result of the 9th Visiting Committee Official Report of 
1981, (ref:1 A i) this unit of references are from the period February 
1982–1985 when it was under the Rectorship of Lionel March 
(active 1981-1983) and the chairmanship Peter Byrom active May 
1981-1986. It was during this period the afore-mentioned chairman, 
Peter Byrom, used the threat of cuts as a tool from which to 
transform the College. 

The DES had had ample time during which to sharpen their 
weapon of justification for threatening to reduce the College grant 
unless it fell into line with the requirements stated. This imminent 
threat of government cuts was to be an arduous and challenging 
issue from which many battles were born and involved a number of 
different people from within College, government and unions.  In 
fact the Association of University Teachers (AUT) requested a 
meeting with the chairman and rector as a result of the 
circumstances which were now a national problem (ref: 7 A i). This 
is significant, because all higher education institutions would be 
facing decreased funding from the DES so the performance of 
each would be hugely important in the decision making of the 
paymaster. 

The criticisms in the DES Visiting Committee Report allude 
to the necessity that the College begin to justify expenditure and 
have sound long term financial planning in place which, in turn, 
would mean that the administration should question the College’s 
financial planning policy. 

Despite the fact that the Education Secretary accepted the 
RCA as a ‘unique institution’, the government had come to the 
decision that they could no longer subsidise overseas students 
from the tax payer’s pocket to the amounts beyond 50% of what it 
cost to educate them.  They claimed that these cuts were as a 
result of their economic inheritance from the labour government in 
1979. (ref: 7 A iii para 2) 

The first manifestation of these threats was seen in the 
discussions about allocation of student bursaries followed soon by 
the costs for overseas students. The chairman had the difficult 
responsibility to relate to the members of the council that on the 
basis of the financial information from the Treasurer there would be 
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projected deficits in College for the next three years (ref:7 A ii para 
1).  This threat pointed to the strong possibility of redundancies, 
contract and employment issues within College given that the 
majority of the income went on salaries. However reassurance was 
given that all possible new strategies would be investigated for 
making up the deficit and that ways to implement natural cut backs 
would be sought. (7 A ii). It must have come as a relief to the 
people around this committee table in that any staff who had been 
accepted for new contracts for this year would be honoured, 
although more than that could in no way be deemed a certainty. 

The delivery of this news, which had really been simmering 
below the surface since March the previous year, spurred into 
motivation the entire College and the necessity for each individual 
and their department to search for ways to economise. 

When the same fears touch people in a universal way it is an 
opportunity for great bonding – row together or sink.  The threat of 
these impending cuts opened such an opportunity with a kind of 
secondary function over and above the issue of cuts but vital if the 
threat was to be faced.  It has already been alluded to in the way of 
bringing things out into the open. The opportunity lay in that it 
could declog the mechanisms and correct procedures by which the 
college operates, some of which had been neglected and 
unutilised in the past. 

Any sense of past secrecy between various levels of the 
College was definitely shed the moment the Chairman’s 
Memorandum (ref 7 A ii) was circulated to all employees.  This 
document shows Peter’s courage and determination that all 
business relating to the College belonged to everyone on the staff 
and therefore entitled to the knowledge inherent within each 
decision (ref:15 A ii page 5 para 1) 

The respected Chairman, who had been working at 
mending the bonding of the council and senate groups and the 
issue of openness and correct procedure, was determined to 
undertake any action in response to the threat of cuts, by precise 
use of the College procedures set out by the now amended 
Charter.(ref:7 A ii para 2) 

He delivered a statement to the Senate which points out the 
Charter’s main expectations of the College authority being “the 
active dialogue that is intended to take place between Council and 
Senate.” (ref 15 A ii page 2 para 2). He then continues to clearly 
differentiate the roles and responsibilities of Council as stated in 
the charter (ref:15 A ii page 2). 

It was through his commitment to the meticulous use of 
these mechanisms of procedure that he was able to dispel any 
accusation, relating to these cuts, of a specified ‘action’ being 
‘unconstitutional’.  It also gives strong evidence that with the new 
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leaders on board the Senate and Council seemed to be on route 
for a healthy alliance at last. 

 A great example of this working together during this time of 
impending threat of cuts was the letter signed jointly by the leaders 
of Council and Senate after a meeting between their groups.(ref 7 
A iii).  The letter was sent to Sir Keith Joseph who was the Minister 
for Education at this time (Oct 1982). 

The main concern was the cost of overseas student fees in 
comparison to EEC students which was deemed to have resulted in 
fewer students (ref:7 A 3) This was significant in that the RCA was 
required to be seen and used as a channel to exchange learning 
experiences on a global and international level. This would 
ultimately create a link with trading overseas through successful 
students returning to high positions in business.  The point was 
made to the effect that the RCA should be open and accessible to 
quality students from around the world regardless of their financial 
status. Geniuses are not only from rich backgrounds (ref: 7 A 3 
Ref: 7 A (ii) 

Letter referred to above from Chairman of Council Peter 
Byrom to All Employees of the Royal College of Art, 19th February 
1982 re projected short-fall between income and expenditure in 
financial year 1982-83 

“I am writing on behalf of the Council in its role as employer 
of the College staff. At our meeting last Wednesday 10th February, 
we received a report from the Treasurer including the best 
estimates possible at this time of the short-fall likely between 
income and expenditure in the financial year 1981-82. These 
estimates have been extended for the following two years as a 
starting point for planning the College’s finances on a three year 
basis. We are now able to commence a college-wide debate on 
how best to deal with the constraints created by the anticipated 
loss of income from our traditional sources of recurrent grant and 
bursaries. The Rector has prepared a structure and a timetable for 
this debate and Council has asked me to write to encourage 
everyone employed in the College to make a personal contribution 
to the search for the economies and increased efficiencies which 
we need in the short term if we are to avoid a serious deficit in 
1982-83. The decisions to implement such changes as may be 
proposed following this College-wide debate cannot be delayed 
beyond the final Council meeting of the current academic year in 
June, and I therefore urge you to concentrate upon the immediate 
problem and be ready to make your contribution to its solution in 
good time. 

In the longer term we must look closely at the College’s 
ability to earn additional income form sources outside the DES and 
at the very large proportion of our costs represented by wages and 
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salaries. You will all be aware that the decision was taken in 
December to offer further contracts of employment to all those 
academic staff whose Heads of Department recommend renewal 
for the year 1982-83, thus rejecting the option of redundancies for 
that year.  It may not be possible to avoid this option entirely in our 
planning for future years, though full use will be made of natural 
wastage, early retirement and Government schemes offering 
compensation to voluntary resignations.  You will hear details of 
any such options through the normal management channels as 
they become available. 

In the meantime I would emphasise that Council is firmly 
committed to follow the existing procedures for governing the 
College and to the present arrangements for negotiating and 
consulting with the several unions having branches at the RCA. 
Whenever it is felt that any of these require modification to improve 
the overall performance of the College such necessary changes 
will be negotiated and agreed through the proper channels.  Some 
of the executive action taken following the debate in the Finance 
and Staff Committees of Council in December and January have 
been challenged at last week’s Council meeting as being 
“unconstitutional” and “in breach of agreed procedures”. In no 
case was sufficient evidence tabled to establish any such 
transgression, and in every case the explanation given by sub-
committees was accepted by the Council as being motivated by a 
proper desire to manage College’s affairs in a responsible manner 
while the present debate continues. In particular it was emphasised 
that the decision to offer renewal of academic staff contracts for 
one year only, referred to above, was taken as a short-term holding 
measure only, and clearly could not become College policy without 
full consultation through Senate, to be followed by negotiation with 
the Association of University Teachers before implementation. A 
lawyer is to be consulted to determine whether the procedural 
agreement with the AUT was in breach here. The Rector is already 
pursuing enquiries with the DES concerning the need to provide 
funds for redundancy, compensation or early retirement benefits 
comparable to the scheme already agreed by the UGC for 
universities in the event of redundancies within the College 
becoming a reality.  At the same time we are also taking advice 
about the general terms and conditions of employment to ensure 
that any redundant staff receive the maximum compensation 
possible in relation to their period of employment at the College. 
The protest by NUPE that their holiday agreement with the RCA 
had not been properly implemented was duly considered by 
Council and no breach could be discovered on the evidence 
before us. The union has been advised of this and has been given 
time to submit its point of view for study and clarification. 
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I am fully aware of and sympathetic to the natural fears 
abounding in the College that jobs are at risk and that academic 
performance could suffer as a result of the economic pressures on 
us.  I very much hope that, with your support, the Rector will bring 
forward to the Council a short-term plan having College-wide 
support which will improve the use the RCA makes of its existing 
resources – people, ideas, plant, premises and money – thus 
reducing the extent to which cuts will be necessary.  It will then be 
Council’s endeavour to ensure that forward planning is established 
throughout the College on at least a three year timescale so that all 
points of view will have been properly presented and considered 
before decisions are made and actions taken. 
It is my personal belief that any means possible by which the very 
considerable talents and energies present in the RCA can be used 
to generate further income from sources outside the DES should 
be pursued with vigour.  Surely this institution above all others will 
respond positively and creatively to these new challenges. 

Peter Byrom 
Chairman of Council 

 
Ref: 7 A (iii)n 
Letter from Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom to The Rt Hon Sir 
Keith Joseph MP, Secretaty of State for Education and Science 22nd 
October 1982 
 
Dear Sir Keith, 
At the meeting of Senate and Council resolutions have been 
passed protesting at the disparity between fees for overseas 
students and those fees for home and EEC students … 

… There is little doubt that the increase in fees has led to a 
disastrous fall in the number of overseas students at the College 
compared to the national trend for postgraduates … 
 
Ref: 7 A (iv) 
Letter from The Rt Hon Sir Keith Joseph MP, Secretaty of State for 
Education and Science to Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom,  5th 
November 1982 
“ ... the government did not take the decision to introduce full cost 
fees for overseas students lightly but, given the severe economic 
situation which we inherited when we took office in May 1979, we 
decided that, from 1980/81 onwards, we had to ask overseas 
students to pay what it costs this country to educate them… 

… you accept that it would be difficult for an exception to 
be made for the College to the policy of full-cost fees. This is 
indeed the case - an exception for one institution, however 
meritorious its claim, would inevitably lead to requests from 
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others for similarly favourable treatment. The Government has no 
plans to make such exceptions … 
 
Ref: 1 A (i) 
ORT – Monday 16th March 1980 (sic) 1981 
“Jobs and student places are already effectively cut by the loss of 
bursaries (in favour of the polytechnics). Worse still is being 
threatened.” 

“Any chance of finance for the College’s development may 
soon be dropped completely.” 

“the letter from Thompson suggests that major cuts will be 
made by the DES, if their changes are not implemented. 

“The DES announced on the 24th February that 140 bursaries 
have been allocated to RCA for October 1981 entry. Last year 167 
were awarded.” 

“The report is clearly critical of the College’s long-term 
financial planning and its allocation of resources to less than 
comprehensive curriculum plans.” 
 
Ref: 2 A ii para 8 
“Unless the College can be seen to be responding effectively to 
national needs and priorities, I fear that the future may hold for it 
the prospect of fewer bursaries, falling student numbers and 
correspondingly less recurrent grant. 
 
Ref: 2 A ii para 2 
The Government attaches particular importance to the College’s 
potential influence in improving design throughout industry and 
indeed it is for this reason that we have protected its recurrent 
grant from cuts imposed elsewhere in higher education. 
 
Ref: 15 A ii 
Excerpt from The Bruce Archer Report containing the document 
‘Statement to Senate’ by Chairman of Council Peter Byrom, 23rd 
June 1982 re the roles and responsibilities of Council and Senate. 

”I have studied the charter of the college yet again to be 
certain of my interpretation of the role of Council and I will try and 
put this to you now as clearly as I possibly can. I will then ask the 
Rector, as Chairman of Senate to put to you his interpretation of the 
role of Senate alongside mine of the role of Council. 

I trust you will find the two views will mesh together, and 
that, with this combined view on the record, members of Senate 
and members of Council will have a clearer understanding of the 
work they are each here to perform. 

In his report (para 3.6) Bruce Archer identifies the central 
feature of the design in the Charter for the conduct of College 
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government as "the active dialogue that is intended to take place 
between Council and Senate." 

The College Charter clearly identifies Council as "the 
governing body of the College" (Ch 12(i)) and also clearly states that 
the Senate "shall be responsible for the academic work of the 
College" subject to the general control and approval of the Council 
(Ch 1 3). It is thus made perfectly clear where the buck stops, in 
regard to the "general control over the College and all its affairs, 
purposes and functions" (Ch 12 (iii). Whenever a difference of 
opinion arises it is the duty of Council to decide. 

Having stated this unequivocally, it is equally clear that 
Council must retain the confidence of Senate in the wisdom and 
rectitude of its decisions. I stand by the record of the quality of 
attention that my fellow members of Council have put upon the 
matters brought before them in the past year. 

The College is indeed fortunate to have had the willing 
contributions of such wise and experienced counsellors as our lay-
members, and I would remind all members of the College of the 
importance attaching in our constitution to the dominance of the 
lay opinion in the composition of Council. Our lay members 
therefore are not just a useful reference point for the working 
members of the College to test opinion on. As Governors they are 
an essential element in the constitutional government of the 
College and we must conduct our business at Council more 
efficiently in future to enable them to make their full contribution. 

… The main issues before us will always be open to 
different views, but we must seek to extract the best quality of 
opinion from all members of Senate and Council in our debates 
before taking the ultimate decision in the appropriate body.  I 
submit that we must then all get behind that properly taken 
decision and support it. n 

Peter Byrom 
Pro-Provost and Chairman of Council
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The DES Steps In 
Peter Brooke’s Letter 
 
This and the previous section are inextricably linked being a 
continuation regarding College cuts that were rooted back in 1981. 
 
The developments between October 1982 and 1983 were to 
include some familiar echoes of a previous Senate and its 
leadership where although ‘considerable talent’ was present, there 
was fragmentation and differing opinions as to the specific needs 
of the College at this time.  The Rector, who had tendered his 
resignation two months previously, appears to have had a different 
agenda to the one that was laid out clearly by the DES and 
furthermore was often working in isolation from the advice given by 
the other members of staff on the provision of finances.  

The entire issue of finance and the capability of the 
administrative head to control and regulate it, had become 
questionable.  The Rector, who was indisposed to creating his own 
plans and awaiting resignation day, clearly gave the government 
department additional grounding on which to base their 
concerns.(ref: 8 A i - para 1) Part of the discussions were based 
upon the considerations as to what qualities the selection 
committee were seeking from a new Rector (ref:8 A I – para 6) 

The College required an ambassador of exceptional quality 
and power to stand up to the mighty threats of the DES.   Indeed, 
this strength of character was strongly evident in the chairman of 
Council Peter Byrom who eventually used the continuing threat of 
cuts ‘as a lever’ with which to skilfully transform the College.   
Through the references within this section, one can see that huge 
initiatives, guided by the Chairman, were taking place in order to 
align the administration and overall running of the College with the 
high standards that its reputation deserved.  These initiatives were 
strong enough to slay the strongest ideals challenges of the DES.   

One of the initiatives, motivated by the threat of these 
government cuts was to be taken to the supreme representative of 
leadership - the Queen in the Privy Council where eventually the 
very College Charter, which gave the College the right to self-
govern, was amended.  This was to change the terms of contract of 
employment from what had seemed life-long, to more short-term. 
 This of course would have significant impact on the financial 
planning for each trimester, and on the concept of tenure. 

This specific section of the document is dedicated to looking 
at the intense and pivotal communications between the Chairman 
of Council Peter Byrom and Peter Brooke, the newly appointed 
Minister at the DES. It was pivotal in the sense that these 
communications were to form the discussions about the very 
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changes necessary for the survival of the RCA. 
It was this new government that held the purse strings and 

was making the decisions about the future of the College’s 
recurrent grant, which they seemed committed to cut or in the least 
reduce as was the threat the previous year. They did however 
inform the Chairman that these decisions were in their infancy and 
were to be made on the deliverance of further information by the 
Visiting Committee who already acknowledged the significant 
improvements since the previous report. (8 A i par3). 

In the initial discussions held on 7th September 1983, Mr 
Brooke stated his dissatisfaction with the College’s dearth of financial 
data such as to the cost per student in each department or the 
allocation of its resources. Mr Brooke also put forward the idea that if 
the Recurrent Grant were continually reduced year on year, it would 
shock the RCA into finding financial support from other sources. 

Mr Byrom’s response based on his broad range of 
experience within the College suggested that the Visiting 
Committee had limited knowledge of the real working of the 
College and that the staff were not trained to be managers of 
resources (ref: 8 A i para 3). He put forward the employability 
record of former students as evidence of the quality of the 
provision within the College and suggested that as a result of the 
evolution of some departments in response to the DES demands, 
further funds in these areas would be required not, as being 
threatened, cuts. (ref:8 A i para 5). 

The Chairman went on to regain the confidence of Mr 
Brooke further by stating that the issue of the Rector’s resignation 
was entirely personal (ref:8 A i para 5).  The Rector had previously 
written a personal letter to Mr Brooke after the decision to resign 
which, although the Chairman requested a copy, was never seen 
(ref:8 A vii).  One can only surmise the contents of such a letter 
which possibly added to the determination to make harsh cuts. 

It is clear that the Chairman had no hesitation in requesting 
complete clarity from the DES as to the basis and reasoning for 
some of the proposed cuts (ref: 8 A iii) and in return always put 
forward informed responses to illustrate their misinformation when 
appropriate.  It also brings to light that the coordination and 
communication regarding the decisions on which cuts were to be 
based, between the DES and the Visiting Committee were not 
always in harmony when some proposals supported by the visiting 
committee were then not given funding by the DES (ref: 8 v para 8) 

The openness of the Chairman encouraged a more 
beneficial and stronger rapport between the College, DES and the 
Visiting Committee for the purpose of increasing the wise use of 
funds allocated to the College and was not threatened by the 
restrictive ideas as the last administration (ref: 8 A v number 3). 
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By November of the same year the threat of cuts had been 
formally announced as definite cuts when a letter by Peter Brooke 
was sent to the Chairman outlining the reductions and the 
consecutive year dates that they were to take place. It seemed as 
though these decisions had not been given further thought or 
consideration about their relevance since the initial meeting in 
September. 

There we two points of importance to consider. One was that 
the minister had posed a series of questions to College to justify their 
financial practices (ref 8 A iv para 5), some of which had already been 
answered in College’s ‘Policy Statement’–which give rise to the 
question about the degree of commitment the DES had to knowing 
the facts before making the cuts – if a less than thorough reading of 
this policy had been given attention, the answers were there and the 
questions would not have needed to be asked. Could it have been 
that the DES had already made a final decision about the cuts 
regardless of the progress by the College?  

The query put by the Chairman seeking clarity on this issue 
was direct (ref: 8 A v page 2 para 1).  The second point that the 
Chairman put was about the timing of the cuts; the announcement 
of a second reduction which was to coincide with a previously 
decided cut would interfere with staff planning and give rise to 
redundancies without the ability of the College to give proper notice 
to the staff (ref: 8 A v page 2 para 1). The contractual implications of 
this important point and the absurdity of the timing of the proposed 
cuts is made clear by the Chairman (ref: 8 A viii) while his 
commitment to careful use of funds allocated is expressed. 

It is important to remember that the opening reference of 
this section is one of great importance spelling the possible 
imminent ruin for the College. It shows the ongoing intention for 
general cuts and the continuing withdrawal of support by the DES 
for anything deemed to be outside of commercial aims. 

In contrast, the final reference in this section (ref:8 A ix) is a 
document that contains the accumulated evidence of the work and 
achievements of goals that the Chairman Peter Byrom had made, 
through his unique multifaceted leadership.  It not only depicts 
most clearly the transformation of the administrative workings 
within the College but also gives detailed evidence about how it 
had gone about the changes.  It shows the achievement of success 
through the RCA having fulfilled all expectations and criteria set by 
DES in order to keep government cuts to lowest level. 
 
Ref: 8 A (i) 
Note of a meeting held by the Hon Peter Brooke MP with the 
Chairman of the Council of the Royal College of Art; 
7th September 1983 
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Present 
Mr Brooke (Principal Under Secretary of State) 
Mr Byrom, (Chairman of the Council, RCA) 
Mr J H Thompson, Mr JG Smith, Mr Glickman 
  
Mr Brooke thanked the Chairman for coming to see him. He 
wished to put to him certain proposals for the future of the RCA 
which the Department was considering and to seek his reaction. 
 Mr. Brooke said that the recent resignation of the Rector, which 
coincided with the Department’s receipt of the report from the 
Visiting Committee, caused the Department to question certain 
aspects of the College’s management and to consider fundamental 
questions about its present provision and future direction.  It was 
most striking that the funding for a student at the RCA was very 
much higher than elsewhere in higher education.  The department 
was concerned to narrow this differential, for which it saw no good 
cause, and in doing so enable the College to reappraise its role in 
the light of the express concerns of the Visiting Committee. 

Mr Smith said that the Visiting Committee report aimed to be 
helpful to the Rector in his management of the college.  It therefore 
noted the more positive approach to entrepreneurship on the part 
of the College and a greater cohesiveness within it than the last 
report had found.  While it was gratified by these changes, it was 
concerned at what it saw to be an inadequate approach to the 
allocation of resources.  The committee was surprised, for example, 
that it was not possible to ascertain from the RCA the cost of 
students in individual departments.  Given the general paucity of 
financial information, the Committee felt that it could not assess the 
justification of any of the College’s proposals for new 
developments. The report indicated that until the Committee knew 
how the College allocated its resources, it would find difficulty in 
supporting any new developments except commercial activities. 

Mr Brooke said that the Department was at an early stage of 
considering whether a financial regime of progressively reducing 
the grant to the RA would be a useful means of bringing down the 
College’s costs and encouraging it to consider the nature of its 
provision.  If this proposal was adopted there would still remain a 
substantial input of public funds but it may help the College by 
providing an incentive for it to seek other sources of support.  At 
the same time, it was proposed to increase the role and 
involvement of the Visiting Committee so that it could monitor the 
effect of the new financial regime on the College and be better 
placed to advise the Department on future funding. 

Mr Byrom said that the academic staff would be surprised to 
hear that the Department was not happy with the provision made at 
the College.  They felt they were doing their job very well as 
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measured by the employability of their former students.  He would 
welcome a greater role for the Visiting Committee which he felt at 
the moment was not sufficiently informed about the College.  He 
felt that there had been a failure of communication between 
Department and the College. 

Mr Byrom could not give his support to the proposed 
financial measures but urged that the threat of them should be 
used before they were implemented.  Mr Byrom said that the lack 
of some financial information, such as the use made of resources, 
may be due to the problem that the Heads of Department were 
not, by background, suited to the management of resources.  He 
felt that the way the College implemented the cuts showed this. 

Mr Brooke said that he agreed with the Chairman that there 
had been a failure of communication.  He believed that this 
extended to all four partners involving in the College – the Rector, 
the Department, the Visiting Committee and the academic staff. 
The proposals which he had put to the Chairman were designed, 
given that the Rector’s resignation and the report of the Visiting 
Committee indicated that all was not satisfactory with the College, 
to exploit as fully as possible the limited influence which the 
Department could exert on the position to help put the College’s 
affairs in order. 

Mr Byrom said that his Council had not thought that there 
was any need for reform.  On the contrary, the Council thought that 
there were areas within the provision made which needed 
expansion but that other areas were more than satisfactory.  While 
the Department may have taken the view that the Rector had 
resigned because he had been frustrated in his desire to 
implement reforms, he believed that Dr. March’s resignation was 
entirely for personal reasons in that he was not able to pursue his 
research as he wished. Mr Byrom believed that the Rector had 
succeeded in fulfilling his aims for the College where he had 
sought the cooperation of the staff.  However, he had not always 
wanted to work with the staff and failure to implement changes in 
other areas was not surprising. Mr. Byrom agreed that the Rector’s 
view of the provision which the College should be making was not 
the same as that taken by members of the staff.   

A sub-group made up jointly of members of the Senate and 
Council had been formed to make recommendations on 
candidates for the Rectorship. Following changes to the College 
Charter agreed with the Privy Council, the new Rector would not 
necessarily be an academic. The sub-group had indicated that it 
would be looking for a man who would be able to lead the College 
by seeking consensus from the staff.  The sub-group would be 
drawing up a prospectus of the qualities which they were looking 
for from candidates which would be put to Council for its 
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agreement at its next meeting. 
Mr Brooke was concerned to know how the sub-group had 

arrived at the definition of the qualities they sought from the new 
Rector and whether this process had included a re-appraisal of the 
objectives of the College.  Mr. Brooke said in conclusion that the 
Department would now consider its proposals I the light of what Mr 
Byrom had said.  He recognised that there were difficulties for the 
College with regard to the present Rector’s position.  He would 
hope to see a greater understanding between the College and the 
Department and invited Mr Byrom to pursue any points he may 
have with officials.  Mr. Brooke undertook to send a copy of the 
Visiting Committee’s report to Mr Byrom. 

Distribution 
Those present from DES, 

Mr Byrom, Mrs Wilde, Miss Brown, Mr Bird (Private Office) 
September 1983 

 
Ref: 8 A (ii)   
Letter from Peter Brooke, Parliamentary Undersecretary of State, to 
Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom 30th September 1983 
… We are still considering the question of future financial regime for 
the College and I will write to you again in due course.  However I 
think that the Visiting Committee’s Report makes it clear why we 
see the need for a reduction in the costs of the College and we will 
want to look carefully at the level of grant in future years... 
 
Ref: 8 A (iii) 
Letter from Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom to Peter Brooke, 
Parliamentary Undersecretary of State, to 25th October 1983 
 
Dear Mr Brooke, 
Thank you for your letter of 30th September.  I have found it most 
helpful to have a copy of the Visiting Committee’s latest report 
and have since had a very full discussion with Dr. Fielden which I 
hope may have commenced the improvement in communications 
which you and I both saw as desirable at our meeting on the 7th 
September. I cannot agree however that the Visiting Committee 
report makes it clear why you should see a need for a reduction 
in the cost of the College.  Do you mean in overall costs, or in 
cost per student? And if so do you see this as necessary equally 
in each school, department or faculty? Do you not see the need 
for some College activities to increase in future? I believe these 
to be fundamental issues which must be clarified before you 
reach any conclusion in your consideration of the future financial 
regime for the College and I would welcome a further discussion 
with you on this subject. 
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As a preliminary to this I would request that an appointment 
be made as soon as possible for Mr Thompson and Mr. Smith to 
meet with the College Registrar and the Chairman of the Academic 
Policy Committee who have been responsible for drafting the 
detailed College plan within Dr March’s approved framework.  I 
would wish to be present at this meeting. I believe that an informal 
discussion of the plan in its final draft will identify the major issues 
on which the College must achieve clarification if its planning 
processes are to be realistic in the future. I hope you can agree to 
this request. 

Finally, with regard to the search for the next Rector, I can 
report that the special meeting of Council to consider the written 
prospectus was found to be unnecessary in view of the substantial 
agreement to the sub-committee’s draft. This was therefore 
circulated and members of Council were given the whole of 
September to suggest amendments.  The document in its final form 
is enclosed herewith and this will be the basis on which selected 
persons will be approached and invited to come forward as 
candidates.  We are still aiming to find the right person before the 
New Year. 

Thank you for the opportunity you have created stemming 
from our meeting on 7th September for better understanding 
between the College and your Department.  I shall certainly 
endeavour to build on this. 

Yours sincerely 
Peter Byrom 

Chairman of Council 
  
Ref: 8 A (iv)   
Letter from Peter Brooke, Parliamentary Undersecretary of State, to 
Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom 2nd November 1983 
 
Dear Mr Byrom 
In my letter to you on 30th September, I said that I would write again 
in due course about the future financial regime for the Royal 
College of Art. 

After careful consideration and taking into account both the 
recent Report of the Visiting Committee and the continuing general 
concern about the level of public expenditure on higher education, 
I have come to the conclusion that it would be reasonable without 
putting at risk the quality of the RCA's work to look for a reduction 
in the present very high cost per student at the College and that in 
this connection it would be appropriate for the College's recurrent 
grant for the academic year 1984-85 to be reduced by 5% in real 
terms as compared with 1983-84, with the strong probability 
(subject to what is said below) of a further 5% reduction in 1985-86. 
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I shall be asking the Visiting Committee to discuss with the 
College the latter's plans for achieving these savings and to monitor 
their implementation. This would enable the Government to decide 
at what level they should continue to support the College in future. 

Both as part of the Committee's monitoring and also 
because, even with the proposed reductions in grant the College 
needs to be able to justify the continuing heavy commitment of 
taxpayers' money, I shall be asking the Committee to discuss with 
the College certain fundamental questions about the latter's 
purposes and the means adopted to achieve them.  
  
The questions are these: 
i.   in what broad directions should the RCA be developing and 

what overall strategy should it adopt in order to be best 
placed to achieve the objectives of its Royal Charter in the 
coming years? 

ii.  more specifically, what range of work should the College be 
undertaking? What changes, if any, are required in its present 
pattern of courses, and what structures, including arrangements 
for its academic governance, are best suited to the College's 
particular role? 

iii. does the College have an adequate financial management 
system, including machinery which encourages managers at all 
levels to review costs, identify savings and effect the internal 
redistribution of resources? We shall be looking for assurances 
that staff and material resources are properly measured and 
accounted for by each department or other organisational unit, 
and that this information is used for management purposes. 

iiii. what means must the College adopt to increase significantly its 
income.  

v.  should the College seek to develop its research capability and if 
so to what extent and in what areas? 

vi. in connection with iv and v, and more generally, are detailed 
arrangements within the College, in particular the terms of the 
existing academic staff contract, appropriate for the 
achievement of its aims? 

 
I would hope to see a report from the College on progress in each 
of these areas, together with an indication of the views of the 
Visiting Committee on them, by the end of July 1984. This 
information would form the basis of a further review by the 
Department of the College's funding. If in the light of their 
investigations the Visiting Committee were to conclude that the 
second 5% reduction in grant was unjustified, I would be prepared 
to reconsider it. Conversely, the possibility of further reductions after 
1985-86, if these appear to be warranted, has not been ruled out. 
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May I invite you and other representatives of the College to 
begin initial discussions with the Visiting Committee at an early date? 

I will leave it to Dr Feilden to consider with you the detailed 
arrangements for the Visitation, but the Visiting Committee would 
clearly find it helpful if the College were to appoint a small team to 
conduct the discussions with them and to co-ordinate the 
necessary work within the College. 

A copy of this letter goes to Dr Feilden. 
Peter Brooke 

Signed 
Ref: 8 A (v) 
Letter from Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom to John H 
Thompson, Undersecretary DES 17th November 1983 re: 
development plans 

“... one of the principal areas to be explored at our meeting 
on 2nd December is the problem created for the College in its 
forward planning when proposals apparently supported by the 
visiting committee are not funded by the DES as anticipated.” 

“However, I deplore his decision to proceed with an actual 
reduction in the real level of grant in the academic year 1984/85 
which is of course the year in which the third tranche of earlier cuts 
will take effect. In consequence this further cut must fall largely 
upon staff salaries which to yield savings in 84/85 requires notices 
to be given in Dec 1983 ... “ 
 
Ref: 8 A (vi) 
Letter from Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom to Peter Brooke, 
Parlimentary Undersecretary of State DES 23rd November 1983 
Re: response to ref 8 A v 
 
Ref: 8 A (vii) 
Letter from Peter Brooke, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State 
DES to Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom to 30th November 
1983 Re: response to ref: 8 A vi 
  
Dear Mr Byrom 
Thank you for your letter of 23rd November. Dr. March's letter about 
his resignation, which was addressed to Keith Joseph rather than 
to me, was a very personal statement. If Dr March has not seen fit 
to make its contents more widely known, I do not think that it would 
be right for me to do so. The questions about the College's 
performance raised by the letter strengthened latent concerns felt 
by the Department and the Visiting Committee, and these are 
reflected in my letter to you of 2nd November. 

Yours Sincerely 
Peter Brooke  (Signed) 
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Ref: 8 A (viii) 
Letter from Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom to Peter Brooke, 
Parliamentary Undersecretary of State DES 28 November 1983 
 
“…You write that ‘it would be appropriate’ to reduce the College’s 
recurrent grant by 5% in 1983-84.  I hope and trust that this is not a 
firm decision at this stage.  As we will be explaining to Mr 
Thompson when we meet informally on 2nd December, the College 
as employer could be forced by our contractual and procedural 
commitments to select staff for redundancy on totally inappropriate 
criteria before 31st December 1983 in order to meet your proposed 
deadline. 

I believe that such precipitate action could put at risk the 
quality of teaching at the RCA and severely damage relationships 
between the College and its staff. I therefore ask you to delay your 
proposed further cuts to take account of the existing obligations of 
the College to its employees… 

….I personally welcome your initiative in posing specific 
questions, which I am confident will allow the College to give the 
DES a better account of the use it makes of the public funds you 
put at its disposal.  I am continuing the dialogue with Dr. Fielden to 
this end…. 
 
Ref: 8 A (ix)   
Letter from Dr. Fielden to Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom  
16th November 1983 
  
Para 2 
"I thought your 'Guidelines on the Responsibilities of the Rector,' 
were very clear and to the point… 
"In particular the Visiting Committee has always taken the point of 
view that we should not become involved in the detailed 
management of the College, but limit ourselves to overall policies 
and principles, which you have surmised." 
 
Ref: 8 A (x)   
Letter from Chairman of the Council Peter Byrom to Peter Brooke, 
Parliamentary Undersecretary of State DES 30th July 1984 
 
…I hope that you will now agree with me that in the light of the very 
substantial progress made during the interregnum the ground has 
been well prepared for the arrival of the new Rector in September 
and that one can now predict a substantial leap forward in the 
RCA’s effectiveness in those main areas which your Department 
has identified as being in the public interest. 

In these circumstances, I can assure you that the further 
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reduction in the College’s recurrent grant in 1985-86, which you 
were contemplating in 1983, is unnecessary as a device to provoke 
reaction, and would instead merely obstruct the evolutionary 
changes at the RCA which exercise the discretion offered in your 
letter of 2nd November 1983. I assure you that such action would be 
regarded at the College as a just response to substantial 
achievement in the past year and as an encouragement to 
consolidate the rate of change under the new Rectorship of 
Jocelyn Stevens. n 
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Lionel March must go – Willingly 
 
The above heading is an ironic reflection alluding to the difficult 
resignation period – especially for Lionel March who, although he 
gave his resignation only two years into his appointment, was 
reluctant to leave the post eagerly. 

After the crisis between Rector Guyatt and Chairman 
Stenham in 1981 the appointment of Lionel March was the 
opportunity for fresh beginnings. 

Furthermore, it was clear from the Visiting Committee 
Report that the new Rector would be required to focus the RCA on 
the integration of design and Industry.  This needed to be done in a 
style, and at a pace that were tangible and could be presented as 
evidence of progress to the DES. This, coupled with redressing the 
balance from government cutbacks needed to be seen as 
happening.  However, the forward-thinking vision Lionel March had 
for meeting these specified needs were not to be readily shared or 
embraced by College staff. 

One of the fundamental changes Lionel March introduced 
into the College policy when he arrived to Rectorship in 1981 (ref: 
Design Management) stirred up a lot of controversy.  The issue was 
that he wanted to introduce computer aided design technology - 
something that he was both passionate and hugely talented at. 
 However, this policy was not seen to fit in with the pace or 
direction of change, at that time, within the College. Now that the 
College was in deep discussion about its financial support with the 
DES each new idea had to be introduced in a way that was in line 
with the current evolution of the College.  This would include a 
sensitive approach to staff and their values who were still 
recovering from the shake up of 1981.   

It became clear that however innovative an idea or forward 
thinking a concept the Rector may have had, if the majority of 
people who are to implement it are not concurrently of the same 
mind, the idea would not come to fruition. March had indeed 
foreseen the possibility of resistance to this particular initiative 
acknowledging that change inevitably disturbs the system (ref: 
9A(i)) 

While attempts to strengthen the foundations and re-
establish a co-operative relationship with the DES were already in 
action from within the RCA, Lionel March brought other issues to 
the College which sent ripples of disturbance and an air of intrusion 
into the already fragile relationships within the establishment.   

One of these that was seen as insensitive by some of the 
staff was the employment of a Dean of RCA to help with the 
intended computer aided design policy. George Stiney, an ex-
colleague of Lionel March, was a mathematician, architect and 
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intellectual. His appointment was disturbing for the College staff 
who concurrent to this appointment were being advised of possible 
cuts to their own jobs. The position for Dean within the College had 
been previously non salaried. Considering, the financial pressures 
the College as a whole, the introduction of this new appointment at 
a substantial salary, much bitterness was felt by staff. 

High on the list of controversial issues was that the Rector 
also set up an Enterprise Board with the intenion of financial 
endeavours for the College – all very worthy on the face of it 
except for the underlying sting that was felt when it brought with it 
the suggestion that the academic standards and the “structure and 
content of the academic model of the College” required 
restructuring.(ref: 9 A (i)). 

The visions that Lionel March had were not wrong in 
themselves (and indeed, we see in retrospect that his computer 
design vision supported the marriage of design and industry), but 
rather the ambition to implement such intense and dynamic ideas 
into a long-established system with long-established personnel 
could not be done readily. People needed time and space to see 
the potential gains and losses from such visions and likewise the 
Rector needed to understand the roots of where and how the 
establishment and its staff worked before the successful moulding 
of any new idea. 

With echoes of a repeat of the Guyatt/Stenham crisis rustling 
in the College air Lionel March resigned on the grounds of 
personal reasons. It is strongly evident from the correspondence 
that Lionel March was sensitive to the crisis between previous 
Council and Senate and wished to avoid any repetition of this (ref9 
A x & 9 A xi) and states in ref 9 A xiii the proviso to ‘make the 
succession as harmonious as possible.’ 
This insight into Lionel March’s sensitivity is again reflected in a 
comment by a staff member stating the opinion that he thought 
Lionel March’s approach was “too reasonable, too logical, too 
nice.” (ref:9 A – 5th column 7th para). 

There were other opinions for the reasons that March felt 
unsupported in his vision – Mr. Paul Covery, a former student 
president and now a college Council member at the invitation of the 
Chairman said there was a DES belief in greater emphasis on 
industrial and computer-connected design work and less on art.  “I 
think the reason Dr. March has gone is because of the hostility to his 
vision of developing more enterprise-based activity in the college, 
and technology-based work.” (ref 9 A iii – 4th column 2nd para) 

With the exception of the people involved directly at that 
time, one can never know the exact occurrences that led to this 
resignation. It is obvious from the correspondence however, that 
the Rector wished to complete his full term in post and yet at the 
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same time it was equally obvious from his comments made to the 
Press, that he was deeply frustrated and unhappy in this post. 

The desire on the part of both the Chairman and the Rector 
to avoid reopening the College’s healing wounds, was a priority to 
both.  To this end the tender and distressed emotions were 
channelled through some intense correspondence between Rector 
and Chairman and the struggles that were precipitated, resolved in 
a quiet ‘gentlemanly’ manner with no display of their emerging, as 
before, into public view.   

It was clear to the Chairman, having lived through the recent 
fracas that a clean and immediate break was necessary. He 
therefore offered Lionel March a sabbatical year provided that he 
vacate his post a full year before the final day of his contract. 
 
Ref: 9 A (i) 
Article from Design/Management - Advertising creative nursery 
split by in-fighting – (Beryl McAlhone on why the RCA’s top man 
has decided to quit) 
The Rector, Lionel March announced that he would be vacating his 
post in September 1984.  His decision removes the most 
contentious parts from the radical programme of change he 
introduced when he came to the College less than two years ago. 
The key points in his policy were an emphasis on advanced 
academic research into design and the introduction of a 
commercial consultancy activity to generate revenue equal to the 
college’s official grant. 

When he took up his post March commented: “I suspect 
there might be several crises in the College’s life in the future. If 
you want to make any changes at all, they can only be done by 
disturbing the system.” 

In fact the system has shown itself unwilling to be disturbed 
in that particular way.  March says he now accepts that the College 
does not share his concern for the issues he cares passionately 
about, and that it is not the place for him to pursue them. 

He appointed an ex-colleague, the mathematician and 
architect George Stiny, to the post of Dean (which had previously 
been held on an almost honorary basis by one of the RCA 
professors) and the creation of a new post, at a high salary, 
prompted a certain amount of resentment at a time when cuts were 
having to be made only in staff. 

… March said that when he became Rector, he expected to 
have to “leap across a middle group of academics who have come 
up from the old school and can’t really see what this new-fangled 
stuff is about.” His intention was to put together a new young team, 
and to make the RCA an international centre of excellence in a new 
formation. 
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As well as the lack of tact perceived by many in the 
appointment of a full time Dean at a time of financial pressure, 
other aspects of expenditure caused comment-for example, the re-
design of the college lecture theatre.  Rather more sensitive was 
the creation of a unit for the Rector in Jay Mews - a flat at the top of 
and office below. The design and furnishing costs were met by a 
special “earmarked” Government grant - a “windfall”, says Martin 
Hunt, head of the department of glass, who applauds the idea of 
the Rector living on the premises. But he reports that other people 
found the expenditure irritating. 

Perhaps the most controversial venture has been the setting 
up of the Enterprises Board, to spearhead the college’s ventures. 
Louis van Praag, the chairman of the board, wrote in the April issue 
of Design and Art Direction about his plans, and the article caused, 
March says, “an up-roar”. 
 
Ref: 9 A (ii)   
Letter from Treasurer George Howard to chairman of Council Peter 
Byrom 
10th November 1982 
Re: Expenditure and authorisation of £20,000 
 
Ref: 9 A (iii)   
Letter from Lionel March to chairman of Council Peter Byrom 12th 
November 1982 
Re thanks for help with Rector’s lodge issue 
 
Ref: 9 A (iv)   
Letter from Rector Lionel March to Chairman of Council Peter 
Byrom 22nd June 1983 re: resignation of Lionel March 
 
Ref: 9 A (v)   
Article: Guardian newspaper 28th June 1983 ‘Rector resigns from 
beleaguered College of Art’ 
 
Ref: 9 A (vi)   
Article: Observer newspaper 3rd July 1983 ‘a right royal battle of Art 
 
Ref: 9 A (vii)   
Article: Times (by Christopher Warman) 4th July 1983  
RCA head quit over principle 
 
Ref: 9 A (vii)   
Article: Sunday Times (by Deyan Sudjic) 3rd July 1983 ‘Cracks are 
showing in Britain’s design college’ 
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Ref: 9 A (ix)   
Article: The Times Diary 7th July 1983 ‘Quick March’ 
 
Ref: 9 A (x)   
Article: by Giles Verlade FSIAD (unknown newspaper), (undated), 
(attached to Dartington business card from John Lane) 
 
Ref: 9 A (xi)   
Letter from Member of Council Roy Strong to Chairman of Council 
Peter Byrom 
4th July 1983 
re: suggestion of Sabbatical for Lionel March 
 
Ref: 9 A (xii)   
Letter from Chairman of Council Peter Byrom to Rector Lionel 
March 8th July 1983      
re: formal response to resignation of Lionel March. 
 
Ref: 9 A (xiii)   
Letter from Rector Lionel March to Chairman of Council Peter 
Byrom 7th July  1983 re: response to suggestion of sabbatical 
proposals. 
 
Ref: 9 A (xiv)   
Press release from Chairman of Council Peter Byrom 6th July 1983 
re: resignation of Lionel March. 
 
Ref: 9 A (xv)   
Letter from Chairman of Council Peter Byrom to Rector Lionel 
March 19th July 1983 re: discussion of resignation arrangements 
 
Ref: 9 A (xvi)   
Letter from Rector Lionel March to Chairman of Council Peter 
Byrom 4th August 1983 
re: removal of Lionel March from office prior to September 1984 
 
Dear Peter 
Your letter of 19th July is not acceptable. The College would be 
breaking its contract if it attempted to remove me from office 
before 1st September 1984, the date I have given for the post to be 
vacated. I have taken legal advice on this matter and my 
understanding is that the College would be in breach of contract 
even to suggest the availability of the post before 1st September 
1984 in any advertisement. I do not believe it is in the best interests 
of the College to surround the final year of my Rectorship with the 
inevitable uncertainties of an ever-imminent departure, first this 
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term, then next ... Indeed, the very authority you describe in your 
last paragraph would be totally undermined by such an 
arrangement. This has become so abundantly clear over the past 
few weeks that I am no longer even willing to consider the mutual 
arrangements we discussed informally. 

I remain Rector until 1st September 1984, unless Council 
determines to remove me from office before then. Council’s ‘clearly 
expressed intention to find a successor and to make him effective 
as soon as possible’ ignores my own intention to vacate the post 
on that date, and effectively rejects the terms of my letter. 

Unless I receive an unequivocal acceptance of my letters of 
22nd June and 7th July, I shall have to draw the conclusion that my 
intention to vacate the post has not been accepted in the terms in 
which it was offered. 

Yours sincerely 
Lionel March 

 
Ref: 9 A (xvii) 
Letter from Rector Lionel March to Chairman of Council Peter 
Byrom 1st December 1983 
re: removal of Lionel March from office prior to September 1984 
On a constitutional principle, I must stand firm against your 
proposal that, as Rector and Vice-Provost, I should not be present 
at meetings between the Department of Education and Science 
and the College. Among the reasons you gave is the fact that I shall 
not be involved in carrying through the policies agreed between 
the Department and the College beyond August 1984. 

In part, this is the 'lame duck' argument that others have 
expressed to me as a parallel with the US Presidency in an 
election year. 

However, in representing the College yourself, you too are 
presuming that you will be involved in its leadership beyond 
August 1984 although your present term of office will have been 
completed at the end of the current academic year. 

We are not, of course, in the same boat. I have voluntarily 
vacated my post, whereas you are eligible for reappointment. I 
would propose that there is a simple constitutional resolution to 
this problem, which will prevent the College falling back into the 
bad ways which by all accounts infected it before both our 
appointments, and which will be seen to be open and correct. 

And whatever the outcome of Senate's deliberations, 
Council will know that the views it is receiving are those of the 
representative academic body and not just a small group which 
you have described to me as 'senior officers of the College'. 
Otherwise, without such a procedure we might all be seen to be 
involved in 'capricious, inconsistent or unpredictable corporate 
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behaviour' which, as you rightly said at Senate, 'is entirely 
unacceptable. None of us should accept for one minute such a 
public image for the institution to which we belong.  We must seek 
to extract the best quality of opinion from all members of Senate 
and Council in our debates before taking the ultimate decision in 
the appropriate body. I submit that we must then all get behind that 
properly taken decision and support it.' 

Senate, as I recall, welcomed your statement. At this time, I 
do not believe that attempts have been made 'to extract the best 
quality of opinion from all members of Senate and Council' over 
this critical issue both for the College and my own future. Indeed, 
I know that members of Senate and Council with whom I have 
sought advice are deeply disturbed by the re-emergence of 
backroom decision-making, and Senate members are concerned 
by the Registrar's remark to last Senate that you had stepped 
down from the Chairmanship of the Joint Committee charged 
with finding a new Rector in order 'to engage in wide-ranging 
activities within the College'. 
  
Ref: 9 A (xviii)   
Letter from Chairman of Council Peter Byrom to Rector Lionel 
March 6th December 1983           
re: acceptance of sabbatical arrangements by Dr March 
 
Ref: 9 A (xix)   
Minutes: re: Resolution passed at a meeting of Professors and 
Heads of Department and Senate members of Council from Brian 
Cooper 7th December 1983           
Re: Pro-Rector temporarily taking over from Rector 
 
Ref: 9 A (xx)   
Letter from Pro-rector Professor John Hedgecoe to Council 
members 8th December 1983       
re: acceptance of sabbatical arrangements and last formal duties 
by Dr March 
 
Ref: 9 A (xxi)   
Article Times 6th July 1983 
re: ‘Time exposure’ 
 
Ref: 9 A (xxii)   
Letter from Chairman of Council Peter Byrom to Rector Lionel 
March 1st February 1984 
re: arrangements of sabbatical leave for Dr March 
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Ref: 9 A (xxiv)   
Letter from Council member Dosia Verney to chairman of the 
Council Peter Byrom 1983 
re: points of discussion on Lionel March’s continuance 
 
Ref: 9 A (xxv)   
Report: From Lionel March to Court  (no date on document) 
 
Ref: 5 A ii-para 3 James Woodhuysen 
Four Articles in Soap Box by Paul Atkinson, Sir Terrance Conran, 
Giles Verlade, James Woudhuysen (undated but c. April 1983) 
Re Who Should be the New Rector? 

… Lionel March is concerned too much with design methods 
rather than design practice. The magazine he edits, Environment 
and Planning B is full of abstruse flow diagrams and algorithms.  It 
is nothing to do with the real world and is probably unintelligible to 
other designers as it is to me. He has tried to make design too 
quantitative and too computerised. I don’t deny that computers can 
be helpful but design is not very susceptible to computerisation, 
and should always be studied in conjunction with art. It is a 
practical subject not an academic one. 

… crisis brought to a head by the resignation of Lionel March, 
after only two years of his five – year appointment as Rector. n
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Formation of the Joint 
Committee 
  
With the second departure of an RCA Rector within three years, 
public image of the RCA was not at its best.  However, outward 
image is the very final effect of long-term and persistent 
underlying activity.  The high quality work and changes that the 
well-respected Chairman Peter Byrom was gradually introducing 
into the College was the activity that would remould the deflated 
image of the College so that it could finally reclaim its 
respectable public image. 

The Chairman saw an obvious and fundamental need to 
look at the strategies and tools within the College which would 
give rise to the selection of the next Rector. The Chairman 
recognised that there was an enormous pool of skills and abilities 
within the College management to enable it to move through this 
turbulent time (ref: 15 A ii page 2 para 3). He had already identified 
and remarked that one of the main problems lay in that these 
abilities were scattered between disparate sections within the 
College. The potential power of an autonomous and co-operative 
staff was huge and it required someone to be sufficiently skilled in 
a myriad of ways in order to harness that potential (ref 15 A ii page 
2 para 4 line 5/6) 

With the trust that the Chairman had built from all members 
of the community and his dedicated focus to the democratic 
running of the RCA, he continued to bridge the gap between the 
members of Senate and Council. This included him setting up and 
coordinating a Joint Committee of Senate and Council in order to 
advise on the appointment of the new Rector. The establishment of 
this Joint committee meant a bringing together of these two 
divisions into the open to hold broad and constructive discussion 
about the most fundamental issues of the College - which would 
naturally direct them to looking at and considering a broad 
spectrum of College business that may not have been considered 
since the charter was written and  the RCA’s independent status 
was built - known as the College Charter. 

It was the intention of the Chairman Peter Byrom that the 
explicit function of the Joint committee was twofold in that it would 
combine experience in order to write a prospectus detailing the 
work of the next Rector and to help recommend and select a 
candidate for Rectorship. 

It is interesting to note that one of the names put forward as 
a recommendation for Rector, was Christopher Frayling, the 
present Rector at the Royal College in 2007, when these notes 
were written. 

Section 10
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The Chairman was meticulous in presenting the work done 
by the Joint Committee to Senate and Council members in an open 
way which inspired ideas and prompted discussion, opinions and 
resolution from the broadest representation of the College staff. 

We can see in this section the details in the evolution of this 
area of work from the meetings, clear guidance and direction given 
by the Chairman Peter Byrom. Part of this was to support the co-
operative and open work between Senate and Council which had 
definitely been given the opportunity to flourish and was showing 
signs of being a very positive union to have produced the 
documents ‘Profile of a Rector’ and ‘Guidelines & Responsibilities 
of a Rector.’ n
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Profile of a Rector and the 
Selection Committee 
 
The following section offers a flavour from the wide and varied palette 
of opinion that was put forward by members of the Council and 
Senate during the time of consideration as to what constituted a good 
Rector. These written opinions were encouraged and welcomed by 
the Chairman Peter Byrom to whom they are expressed. Peter saw 
the importance for people not only to be heard but to be listened to 
and understood and their opinions were something to be valued 
rather than feared. This must surely have been most refreshing when 
under the previous College management business had been named 
“subversive and shrouded in secrecy“. 

One can see from (ref 11A ii) the last vestiges of suspicion 
from a hidden past. It is important to note that under Peter’s 
leadership, people felt able and sufficiently safe and motivated to 
convey their views. 

This new form and freedom in which to express opinions of 
what were pre-requisites for a Rector, in some cases gave rise to self-
reappraisal, and scrutiny of both their own roles and the all-important 
role of the departments. The comments that the Chairman received 
consisted of an analysis of each of the previous Rectors both in terms 
of their attributes and where they were deemed to be lacking. 

There were explicit suggestions which form a profile of a 
Rector with such detail as a particular age range, to his perceived role 
outside the College. It is not surprising that within all the opinions on 
this matter, a large cross-section of these concur. These references 
also show the deep concern of the people that a successor to the 
wreck to be found. In many of the letters recommendations of specific 
people are made with the reasons for them being recommended.  

There are several illustrations in this section which show not 
only the broad range of style in which the recommendations were 
presented to the Chairman but also that the substance of these 
recommendations were based upon the uncomfortable experiences 
brought about by the style of Rectorship that was alive at this time. 

The discomfort with the present leadership gave rise to the 
opportunity for the staff as a whole to really question and involve a 
clarity about the kind of leadership they actually wanted to see in the 
College. It must be remembered that during this activity of designing a 
profile for a new Rector, Lionel March was still very much determined 
to make his own position clear. It was a time which required greater 
sensitivity, tact and high skill. in order to steer the RCA and its crew 
into calmer waters until all the potential storms past thus avoiding a 
repetition of the dramatic times of 1981. 
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This is the job that chairman Peter Byrom was continually 
doing. All the high qualities required were found in one man who 
stepped into this role at the very time the College needed revival. The 
manifestation of his work was now bearing fruit in that ideas about the 
new Rector were established in writing from all concerned and the 
next task was to present a document for the Rector stating clearly his 
responsibilities when in post. 

Here ends the extracts from Miss Lupin’s “Purple Prose”. 
  
PCB writes: 
At the end of the Summer term 1986 my time as Chairman came 
effectively to an end. The new Chairman would be appointed in 
September. One of my most treasured possessions is the hand 
painted self-portrait from Hugh Casson, with the handwritten 
message. “Peter- An advance farewell note to say thank you from 
the RCA and myself for all your loyal and devoted work. I hope 
you enjoyed some of it at least. We have great cause to be 
grateful. Hugh.” 

The “Crisis of Governance” is now over. The new Rector is 
firmly installed and taking over the role of leading the College’s work 
through his Chairmanship of the Senate and under the surveillance of 
Council within the new widely understood and accepted structures. 
Funding is now assured from the DES and threats of recurring cuts are 
now a thing of the past. 

Funding from other sources as demanded by Peter Brooke 
are to become increasingly frequent. From Industry e.g. the £5mn 
from the Dyson Foundation which stipulated that students should 
be taught to protect their Designs and working practices within 
Trade Mark Law. Funds toward new building projects e.g. the 
Battersea Campus came from firstly the DES with £4.3mn plus 
substantial funding from the Sackler Foundation and the Woo 
family and ultimately from the Chancellor of the Exchequer, George 
Osborne, who authorised an increase of the 2015 annual grant by 
£54mn to complete the Battersea campus. He declared the 
purpose of this expansion was to enable the RCA tackle global 
challenges in science, technology, design, and the creation arts. 
The Visiting Committee must be relaxed. 

The reference numbers occurring throughout this text refer 
to the original documents now held as the Byrom papers, 1981-
1986, within the Special Collections of the RCA Library. Access is 
controlled by the Special Collections Manager who can advise on 
the multiple copyrights within these papers and should be 
consulted on limitations to access and publication. n 

P.C.Byrom O.B.E. 
25th August 2020
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